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This book deals with some of the complex issues of liability and compensation for
nuclear damage which have been considered in the course of the work of the IAEA
concerning the revision of the Vienna Convention on nuclear liability. It presents, in an
orderly way, personal rejections of its author based on his experience gathered in years
19S9-1992 when participating in this work. Necessarily it contains in some of its parts
references to documents of the IAEA Standing Committee on Nuclear Liability; these
documents because of their length could not be reproduced. Consequently these parts
may not be fully intelligible for those who have not participated in or closely followed
the Committee's work.
The IAEA work on liability for nuclear damage was initiated in the wake of the
impact made on the world's public opinion by the Chernobyl incident and its
transboundary effects; issues of international state liability and full compensation have
been raised. But humanitarian ideas have quickly been confronted with cold calculations of the cost of financial protection for victims and an open unwillingness of
some nuclear states te engage their liability; conflict of interests between nuclear and
non-nuclear states has been manifested. After three years of discussions no wide
consensus could be reached on some basic issues, such as: relationship between
international state and civil liability regimes, structure of international legislation,
concept of nuclear damage, limits of compensation, role of public funds or jurisdiction.
The author presents his approach to these controversial issues, trying to provide at the
same time a theoretical outline for the future international legislation on nuclear
liability.
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I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This essay is based on the experience gathered by the author when participating
in the work of the IAEA Working Group and Standing Committee on liability for
nuclear damage in the period 1989-1992 in the capacity of legal expert of the
delegation of Poland and serving as vice-chairman of the Working Group and then
of the Standing Committee. It contains personal reflections of the author concerning
a variety of problems which have come to light in the course of the IAEA work and
which require solving before international legislation on liability and compensation
for nuclear damage could be adopted, which would be acceptable to the international community and hold good for a longer period of time.
Since the early sixties the problem of liability and compensation for nuclear
damage has been governed, on the international level, by the Vienna Convention
/VC/ and in respect of West-European Countries by the Paris Convention /PC/
supplemented by the Brussels Supplementary Convention /BSC/. National nuclear
legislations governing this problem have been far from uniform. For nearly three
decades the Vienna and the Paris Conventions, never confronted with problems of
practical application, were considered as good models of nuclear legislation and
aroused interest mainly in academic circles. The Chernobyl disaster fully disclosed
the insufficiency of protection provided by these convevtions for victims of possible
nuclear incidents, and the plight oflarge communities of Byelorussia, Russia and the
Ukraine brought to light the moral side of the problem, its dimension and gravity.
One may even say that Chernobyl has undermined the credibility of the nuclear
industry; in some states nuclear programmes have been revised and the construction
of nuclear power plants abandoned.
But many believe that the clean energy produced by nuclear installations may be
indispensable for the future development of mankind and the preservation of a clean
environment. In order to improve the impaired credibility of the nuclear industry
international norms are necessary dealing with prevention of nuclear incidents and
assuring financial means for reparation of nuclear damage, since in spite of every
precaution nuclear incidents cannot be excluded.
The system of compensation for nuclear damage determined by the international
norms of the VC and the PC reflects the level of consciousness of a nuclear threat
prevailing at that time and the situation of the world being divided into hostile

camps. In the last three decades tilings have greatly changed and the assumptions on
which this system was based are no longer valid. An important evolution has
occurred in the legal thinking concerning the law of damages.
The system of compensation established in early sixties has happily never needed
to work. Its practical application would certainly disclose its many deficiencies. But
it has provided certain financial safeguards for victims of possible nuclear incidents
which safeguards seem now to be grossly insufficient.
After the Chernobyl disaster the IAEA undertook work aimed at creating an
adequate system of compensation for nuclear damage to be obtained by the revision
of the Vienna Convention. At the same time problems of international state liability
were to be studied. In consequence thrcof delegations participating in the work of
the IAEA Working Group and Standing Committee on liability for nuclear damage
disclosed a strikingly different approach to the problem under consideration. Some
saw its solution in the international liability of the Installation State for transboundary nuclear damage while others insisted on the private law approach. Naturally
arguments and proposals brought forward by adherents of these different concepts
of indemnification could not be consistent, and a conflict of interests between
non-nuclear and nuclear slates has become apparent. In particular some newcomers
in the field of production of nuclear energy have shown a reluctance to accept
a marked increase in the financial burden of compensation which might encumber
their economy. Nevertheless, in some matters a certain rapprochement of views has
been manifested. It concerns the role of public funds in providing adequate
compensation for nuclear damage and pooling arrangements as means of providing
collective indemnification.
It seems that the efforts already sacrificed for the revision of the Vienna
Convention shall result in a new system of nuclear indemnification with
a world-wide application. While it is hoped that it will never be applied in practice, it
shall nevertheless provide real financial safeguards for victims of possible nuclear
incidents which would hold good for at least another three decades. It should,
therefore, be a logical structure and not an inconsistent patchwork of new and old
elements generally favoured by technocrats. An emminent French jurist, professor
R. Rodierc, wrote in one of his books that any legal concept or institution deprived
of support based on logic was likely to disappear or at least was strongly menaced.
And since the envisaged system of nuclear indemnification will have to bring
a compromise among the conflicting economic interests one may stress that it should
also respect some basic human rights and values. Particularly when dealing with
nuclear law the moral side of the problem can neither be overlooked nor underestimated.

II. TOWARDS A UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL LAW ON LIABILITY
AND COMPENSATION FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE

1. TRANSBOUNDARY EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR INCIDENTS: A GLOBAL
DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM
We assume that in our search for proper legal solutions concerning problems
posed by the production of nuclear energy or utilization of radioactive matters, and
particularly as regards questions of prevention and compensation for nuclear
damage, there is a strong tendency to achieve universal solutions. The production of
nuclear energy is being developed in various countries and radioactive matters are
utilized in various fields of human activity /medicine, industry, agriculture, etc./;
nuclear risks created thereby have an international dimension - effects of a nuclear
incident may be felt far away from the place of the incident and therefore are
intrinsically transboundary. This was already recognised at the time when the
Vienna Convention was adopted', and the Chernobyl incident brought fully into
light the global dimension of the problem". The production of nuclear energy is one
of those fields of human activity in which the global interdependence has grown
significantly.
Although we may feel that our assumption is fully correct and may be proved the
question arises whether such universally accepted solutions arc reasonably obtainable with the present state of social consciousness considered at the universal level.
After 3 years of discussions which have taken place in the Working Group and
Standing Committee of the IAEA dealing with liability and compensation for
nuclear damage we cannot be too optimistic. Differences of views concerning such
important questions as limitation of liability, sources of supplementary funding or
slate involvement still exist and reflect different national interests and approaches to
the problems under consideration. On the other hand it is a well-known fact that the
smaller number of state-parties interested in reaching an international solution the
easier is the work necessary to reach a consensus. The outcome of discussions
concerning the revision of the Vienna Convention indicates that while with regard to

' Pićrard J.-I\, "Responsabilite civile Energie atomiquc et droit compare", Bruxclics 1963, p. 432.
" llanill C , "Transboundary Nuclear Accidents. The Post-Chernobyl Multirateral Legislative Agenda"
in "Ecology Law Quarterly", vol. 15, No 2, p. 203-204.

certain questions /the rule of absolute liability, compulsory insurance or other
financial security/ a global consensus is obtainable, agreement with regard to other
questions may only be reached within some smaller groups of stales depending on
the links of economic and political co-operation and the degree of international
solidarity. It would follow therefrom thai in our search for an internationally
acceptable concept of liability and compensation for nuclear damage one cannot
expect to solve everything in one international instrument applied world-wide. The
problem seems to be too complex for such a solution. It would rather require
drawing a dividing line between those questions which qualify to be governed by
rules of a global application and those which may rather be solved within certain
restricted groups of states.

2. THE VIENNA CONVENTION AND THE PARIS/BRUSSELS CONCEPT
OF TIERS OF COMPENSATION

The two "private law" conventions on nuclear liability i.e. the Paris Convention
and the Vienna Convention have a number of common features. The liability of the
operator is based on the rule of absolute liability, the exonerations are similar and
the liability must be covered by insurance or other financial security. Both conventions provide for channelling of liability to the operator and make direct action
against the insurer or other financial guarantor dependent on the provisions of
national law. Both provide for the limitation of the operator's liability by establishing the lowest amounts of limitation which in both conventions, although different,
seem to be inadequate. Time limits arc similar, even if not identical, and the same
concerns rules on jurisdiction. Both conventions use similar definitions and both fail
to provide a satisfactory and comprehensive definition of nuclear damage.
In spite of these similarities there are some deep differences between these
conventions. The most striking one concerns their aims. The Paris Convention was
adopted by state-members of the Organization for European Economic Co-operation OEEC /before its transformation into OECD/, bound by a common programme of economic reconstruction and development and, as it follows from its "expose
des motifs", its aim was to provide uniform rules on third parly liability for Western
European Countries. Consequently its scope of application was restricted. The Paris
Convention docs not apply to nuclear incidents occurring in the territory of
non-Contracting Slates or to damage suffered in such territory, unless otherwise
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provided by the legislation of the Contracting Part)' in whose territory the nuclear
installation of the operator liable is situated /art. 2/. It presents, therefore, a "closed"
regime of uniform law for a selected group of states and as such does not reflect the
global dimension of the problem.
On the other hand the basic aim of the Vienna Convention was to impose on
state-members of the IAEA /being a specialized agency of the United Nations/, it
means world-wide, certain uniform rules governing civil liability for nuclear damage
in order to provide an adequate protection for victims of nuclear incidents. The very
purpose of the Convention was to establish some sort of "common denominator" for
rules on nuclear liability ensuring the required minimum of protection of victims \
Unlike the Paris Convention, the Vienna Convention did not restrict its scope of
application to nuclear incidents or nuclear damage which happened on the territory
of the Contracting States.
A rather modest participation of state-members of the IAEA in the Vienna
Convention may indicate that its rules have not met with a general appreciation.
One may presume that the main reason thereof is that the minimum of protection of
victims required, as provided therein, has not been found satisfactory.
Another material difference between the Paris and the Vienna conventions
concerns the engagement of public funds of the Installation State and follows from
the comparison of art. 10 of the Paris Convention and art. VII of the Vienna
Convention relating to compulsory insurance or other financial security. Only the
Vienna Convention provides that the Installation State shall ensure the payment of
claims for compensation established against the operator by providing necessary
funds - some sort of countcrguaranlcc of the Installation Stale. Art. 10 of the Paris
Convention docs not contain any similar provision.
The open character of the Vienna Convention and the engagement of public
funds /even on a very restricted scale/ indicate that the Vienna Convention qualifies
better than the Paris Convention to serve as basis in our search for a global solution
to the problem of compensating nuclear damage. It is also a better legal instrument
because of its clearness and neatness.
The lowest limits of the operator's liability adopted in both the PC and the VC
were very soon found inadequate. In the case of the PC a remedy was found in the
Brussels Supplementary Convention of 1963 /amended by additional protocols of
1964 and 1982/ which provided additional tiers of compensation from public funds
supplementing the compensation provided by the operator or his insurer/guarantor.
But the BSC is a regional agreement restricted to a relatively narrow /not all
slate-parties to the PC are state-parties to the BSC/, highly developed and
3

Pićrurd, op. cil., p.432.
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integrated group of countries, most of which are engaged in the production of
nuclear energy or research in this field. The third tier of compensation is provided
out of public funds made available by state-parties to the BSC according to the
formula for contributions /art. 3.b./, iii/, art. 12/, but benefits of this supplementary
funding arc not available to outsiders. The Paris/Brussels concept of providing
compensation for nuclear damage is therefore neither a victim-oriented one nor can
it serve as a model for a global solution. Nevertheless it contains a strong indication
that in order to provide adequate compensation for victims of nuclear incidents one
cannot rely solely on the civil liability of the operator and his insurer or guarantor.
Funding by the Installation State is unavoidable and the concept of pooling may be
useful as a means of collecting funds as necessary to provide compensation in the
case of major nuclear incidents.

3. UNIVERSALITY OR REGIONALLY
In our search for the most viable concept of international legislation on liability
and compensation for nuclear damage we have to find a right answer to the
following question: can we realistically expect to reach agreement on an international treaty in this matter which would have a world-wide application, or may be
this aim is too ambitious and in view of conflicting interests of various states and
groups of slates it would be more practical to seek the solution to this problem by
concluding regional agreements. The lesson which may be drawn from the history of
the international legislation on nuclear liability indicates that while regional agreements concluded within the framework of the OECD could provide a relatively
effective system of compensation for nuclear damage /the Paris/Brussels system/, the
Vienna Convention, which is a universal convention, presents only a piece of good
legal work, which at the same time is grossly ineffective. After the Chernobyl
incident the idea of a global solution to the problem of compensation for transboundary nuclear damage was strongly advocated with reference to principles of "polluter
pays" and full accountability of the Installation State4. This would lead, however, to
the idea of an international convention on unlimited state liability for transboundary
nuclear damage which is strongly opposed by countries developing a nuclear
industry. In the work of the Standing Committee of the IAEA priority has been
given to the consideration of the regime of civil liability for nuclear damage which
does not exclude considering state liability under international law at the later stage.
4
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Handl, op. cit., p. 227.234.

It is beyond discussion that the type of relationships linking the West-European
countries which adopted the Brussels Supplementary Convention - a high degree of
mutual confidence and spirit of solidarity deriving from shared interest - makes of
them a community which has little in common with the world community striving to
adopt an international convention on liability and compensation for nuclear damage
of a global scope of application. The approach of states forming this large
community to transboundary nuclear risks is strongly diversified. Some of them
utilize nuclear energy in spite of the risks created thereby, some do not. The spirit of
international solidarity of the world community /if any/ is incomparable with the
spirit of solidarity of state-members of West European communities.
For this reason one cannot expect a .vorld - wide consensus on all elements of the
system of liability and compensation for nuclear damage. The primary task for
makers of the relevant international legislation would be to draw a proper dividing
line indicating these elements of the system on which agreement may be reached on
the global scale in the basic convention and those which may be regulated by
regional agreements or by the national law of state-parties to the basic convention.
Having in mind, however, the global dimension of the problem, it would be
advisable to have as much as possible of the envisaged system included in the basic
convention. The pattern of the Paris/Brussels system, in which the really effective
protection of victims is provided not by the PC /because of very low admissible
limits of the operator's liability /but by the BSC which provides for many times
higher limits of supplementary compensation from public funds should not be
followed. The basic convention should provide by itself an effective protection for
victims of nuclear incidents, leaving to regional agreements concluded by state-parties to the basic convention /or to their domestic law/ the possibility of
improving it further. Assuming that the financial protection from private funds
provided by the operator /and his insurer/guarantor/ would generally be insufficient
and that many states insist on the engagement of slate liability as an additional
source of compensation, the basic convention should set up the lowest acceptable
limits of the operator's liability and of the financial protection from private funds,
and provide for supplementary funding of compensation from public funds of the
Installation State. This would open the possibility for the state-parties to determine
higher limits of compensation or unlimited compensation by regional agreements or
individually. Pooling arrangements on the level of operators /industrial pooling/ or
of states as means to increase the financial potential as necessary to provide higher
compensation would be determined in additional agreements concluded on a regional or international basis. Such arrangements require'a high degree of mutual
confidence which does not exist world-wide. One may envisage that operators or
states participating in such pools would be bound to apply in the supervision of
13

nuclear installations situated in their territory mutually agreed nuclear safely
standards and rules on inspection. For the time being agreements in these matters
could probably be reached only within some narrower groups of states.

4. DIFFERENT CONCEPTS OF STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL
LEGISLATION ON LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION FOR NUCLEAR
DAMAGE: THE JOINT PROTOCOL OR THE VIENNA CONVENTION
AS A "MOTHER" CONVENTION

When considering (he present and possible future structure of international
legislation on liability and compensation for nuclear damage we have to bear in
mind the following facts:
— the Paris Convention was adopted in 1960 under the auspices of the OECD
/Nuclear Energy Agency/. Slate-members of the OECD were at that time
bound by a common programme of economic reconstruction and development based on the principles of market economy. It was closely connected
with the realization of the Marshall Plan and opposed to "Comccon" which
grouped state-members of the socialist block. It was adopted therefore at the
time when not only Europe but the whole world was divided into opposing
and hostile camps,
— the socialist block countries, in spite of a strongly developed nuclear industry
/csp. in the Soviet Union, but also in some of the former satellite countries/,
did not develop any international legislation on the subject under consideration. Since nuclear installations in these countries were state-owned and
state-operated, their doctrine was generally against the private-law regime of
nuclear liability. On the other hand they did not come forward with any
concrete proposals on international stale liability for nuclear damage,
— the Vienna Convention was adopted in 1963 under the auspices of the IAEA
being a UN specialized agency and was generally modelled on the Paris
Convention. Slate-parties to this Convention arc mainly developing countries.
Only very recently two of the post-socialist countries /Hungary and Poland/
have acceded to this Convention.
The present picture of international legislation on liability and compensation for
nuclear damage is therefore a picture of a still divided world. The Joint Protocol
relating to the application of the Vienna Convention and The Paris Convention
adopted under the auspices of the IAEA in 1988, may be considered only as a purely
14

provisional measure taken in order to harmonize the effects of these conventions. It
establishes a link between the VC and the PC by mutually extending the benefits of
the special regime of civil liability for nuclear damage set forth under each
Convention in order to eliminate conflicts arising from the simultaneous application
of both conventions to a nuclear incident /sec preamble/. The problem is that these
benefits arc grossly insufficient and therefore both conventions /which at present are
similar in substance/, and not only the VC, should be revised. At the same time one
should bear in mind that while the PC is supplemented by the BSC and these two
conventions provide a system of compensation which may be found more or less
satisfactory to state-parties to these conventions /some of them seem to be very
attached to it/ the VC is not supplemented by any additional convention and
state-parties to the VC arc not entitled under the Joint Protocol to the benefits of the
BSC. The present situation is a striking example of division between the rich and the
poor. This certainly has to be changed but there is still uncertainty about the
direction of that change i.e. about the structure of the future international legislation
on liability and compensation of nuclear damage. Assuming that this problem
cannot be fully solved in one comprehensive convention and that consideration must
be given to the financial position and particular interests of certain groups of stales
/or individual slates/ - in fact for the last year the Standing Committee has worked
on a supplementary convention to the VC - the following variants may be envisaged:
A. The Paris Convention supplemented by the Brussels Supplementary Convention and the Vienna Convention supplemented by a new supplementary
convention, either linked by a new joint protocol, or presenting two separate
systems of compensation.
B. The Paris Convention and the Vienna Convention linked by the Joint
Protocol of 1988 and supplemented by a new supplementary convention
which - with regard to state-parties to the Paris Convention - would replace
the Brussels Supplementary Convention.
C. A universal convention, which may the revised Vienna Convention considered
as a "mother" convention, supplemented by regional conventions reflecting
the interests of some particular groups of state-parties to the mother
convention.
Although the problem of the structure of the future international legislation has
not been fully discussed in the Standing Committee it seems that preference so far
has been given to variants A or B which would mean maintaining as the basis of this
5
Handl, op. cil., p. 248, he called these efforts lo streamline the two private law liability conventions
"stopgap measures". I\ Reyners in his paper "Rcsponsabilile objective des etats en cas d'accidenl nucleuire
- perspective ouverlcs par les Ir.ivuux dc revision de la Convention de Vicnne" presented at the Congress of
the International Association of Nuclear Law /Hath 1991/ called the Joint Protocol "line inesure palliative".
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structure the revised VC and the PC /probably also revised/ linked by the Joint
Protocol. This is, however, a purely artificial concept which reflects a political
situation which docs not exist any more. Since 1988, when the Joint Protocol was
signed, the political situation not only in Europe but in the whole world has radically
changed. The Soviet block does not exist any more and the IAEA should look for
a global solution to the problem under consideration by alleviating the existing
division between the rich and the poor. The aim of the work undertaken by the
Standing Committee is to prepare an international legislation of a global scope of
application which should last for al least sonic decades. Should this legislation be
built on something which may only be described as remnants of the Cold War and
the divided world?
The problem of structure of international legislation cannot, however, be
reduced to the choice between two existing private law conventions linked by the
Joint Protocol or one universal convention forming the basis of this structure, which
may considered as a purely formal question /althought in fact it is not/. The most
important and very material question concerns the allocation of various elements of
the envisaged system of liability and compensation for nuclear damage between the
basic convention /or conventions/ of a very broad /possibly global/ sphere of
application and the supplementary convention /or probably conventions/ binding
only some selected groups of countries. Actually it is the problem of the proportion
in which the protection for victims of nuclear incidents is provided on the global
scale /by the basic convention/ and on a narrower scale /by the supplementary
convention or conventions/. Since it may be reasonably anticipated that not all
groups of countries of the world will be able to establish supplementary systems of
compensation or may be willing to join systems established by other groups of
countries on the conditions imposed by them, in a victim-oriented international
legislation the weight should be placed on protection provided by the basic
convention. This seems to be in open contrast to the proportion accepted in the
Paris/Brussels system whereby in the case of a major nuclear incident the bulk of
compensation would be provided under the provisions of the BSC, depending on the
provisions of the domestic law of the Installation Stale concerning the limitation of
the operator's liability.
One may state that both the Draft International Convention on Compensations
for Nuclear Damage Supplementary to the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention prepared by the Secretariate /1991-I2-06/ and the proposals of the
United Kingdom and France for the Supplementary Funding Convention /SC
NL/4/3/, even if they differ considerably, provide for additional tiers of compensation including compensation from public funds in a supplementary convention.
Thus they follow the pattern of the Paris/Brussels system, while the limits of the
16

operator's liability under the revised VC and the PC remain an open question. If we
follow, however, our earlier assumption that compensation from private funds
provided by the operator /even including means from any possible industrial
pooling/ may in some cases be inadequate and that the engagement of public funds
would be indispensable to cover nuclear damage caused by a major nuclear incident,
we must come lo the conclusion that under both these proposals the basic
convention would not provide a satisfactory protection for victims of nuclear
incidents because it does not envisage the participation of public funds provided by
the Installation State in supplementing compensation provided from private funds.
In fact the essential difference between the above-mentioned proposal of the United
Kingdom and France and the proposal of Poland /SCNL/IWG-2/1/, which envisages a very similar four-tier structure of compensation, concerns this point.
Under the Polish proposal compensation from public funds of the Installation State
supplementing compensation covered from private funds shall be provided in the
basic convention up to the overall limit of compensation available per incident.
It remains open, however, for certain states or groups of states to introduce higher
limits of compensation or to spread the risk borne by the Installation State under the
basic convention by entering into pooling agreements with other states. This would
be the main substance of supplementary conventions. This structure of international
legislation on liability and compensation for nuclear damage allows for setting forth
the minimum of compensation available on the global scale at a relatively high
level/because this minimum of compensation would be provided from both private
and public funds/ and for this reason is more victim-oriented than the structure of
legislation under which compensation from public funds would be available only
under a supplementary convention optional to state-parties to the basic convention.
One should bear in mind that both the Secretariate's draft and the British-French
proposal arc built on the structure of the Paris/Brussels system and provide for
contributions to the fourth tier also from non-nuclear states /on the basis of GNP/
which may not be acceptable for these states. Also the idea of industrial pooling of
the risks on a global scale seems to lack the necessary prerequisites. The choice must
therefore be made between two different concepts of structure of international
legislation on liability and compensation for nuclear damage: a comprehensive
"mother" convention of a global sphere of application supplemented, where necessary and possible, by regional conventions, or a basic convention and a supplementary convention, both of a global sphere of application, which would mean more or
less the extension of the present Paris/Brussels system to the whole world.
If we assume that (he Paris/Brussels concept cannot be considered as a sound
pattern for the global solution /it seems that this view is shared by a number of
countries - outsiders to the Paris/Brussels club/ the structure of the contemplated
17

legislation would depend on the kind and extent of the state's engagement in
providing compensation and in particular whether state liability under international
law would be considered. The problem was presented by Australia6 who favours
state liability for nuclear damage under international law. We shall revert to it in the
final chapter of this essay.

6
The treatment orstalc liability: paper presented by Australia /SCNL/3/1NF-2/ Standing Committee on
liability for nuclear damage. Similar views have been expressed by Italy /SCNL/3/1NF-2/ and Turkey
/SCNL/IWG-2/6/.
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III. CIVIL LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE: SOME THEORETICAL
ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM PRESENTED IN A NUTSHELL

1. THE OPERATION OF A NUCLEAR INSTALLATION:
AN ULTRA-HAZARDOUS ACTIVITY
When appraising the socio-economic motives underlying the rule on absolute
liability of the nuclear operator as accepted in art. II and IV of the Vienna
Convention and art. 3 and 9 of the Paris Convention the following factors must be
taken into consideration:
— that any undertaking to operate a nuclear installation within the meaning
determined in art. 1.1 ./j/ of the VC may on the one hand be beneficial to the
community /because it satisfies demand for energy/ but on the other it creates
considerable hazards in the case of a nuclear incident, and for this reason the
activity of a nuclear operator may be qualified as an ultra-hazardous activity;
— that this activity involves the risk of inflicting damage to life, health and
properly or to the environment on a very large scale;
— that nuclear incidents with catastrophic consequences are very rare. Nevertheless, the so-called principle of Murphy's Law cannot be disregarded: if
something can go wrong, it will.

2. THE RISK THEORY
The undertaking of an ultra-hazardous activity fully justifies the application of
the rule of strict or "no-fault" liability already widely applied in the field of law torts
in the domestic law of many countries on the basis of the risk theory.
By way of a certain generalization, according to this theory anybody who
undertakes a risk-creating /hazardous/ activity or uses and controls things dangerous to the surroundings shall be liable, without proof of fault, for any damage to
third parties caused thereby. This strict or objective liability has certain variations
distinguished by the scope of exonerations allowed /force majeurc, fault of third
party, etc./ depending on the damaging potential of the risk involved. In the case of
nuclear activity this damaging potential is very high /if compared with, say, air
transport or use of motor cars/ which implies the necessity of a far-reaching
restriction of exonerations. In that case we may speak of an "absolute" liability,
19

although with regard to the liability of the nuclear operator determined by the said
conventions one may dispute the exactness of this term.
However, as it has already been pointed out, it must be admitted that certain
risk-creating activities are on the whole beneficial to society at large and therefore
should be developed - subject to the control exercised in the interest of society in
order to reduce the risk involved to an acceptable minimum. Since, however,
incidents may be unavoidable, financial protection for victims of such incidents must
be provided by the legal system applicable. This legal system should determine both
the extent of such protection and the way in which its cost is distributed; this would
lead our considerations to the basic problem of risk allocation and reconciling the
conflicting interests.
One may argue with much reason that anybody who undertakes a risk-creating
activity should be liable for any damage incident to this activity, i.e. that the
principle of full reparation should be applied, because the victims would not be able
to obtain compensation from any other source. This argument would be particularly
valid in the case of profit-making enterprises. Full reparation of damage caused by
a risk-creating but profit-making enterprise may be considered as an equivalent for
profits obtained from the society. This may be called a victim-oriented approach.
But counter-arguments are also not deprived of a considerable validity. The
development of innovative technologies is in the interest of the society and in many
cases /anyway in the case of nuclear technologies/ such development is connected
with inherent risks. A rational allocation of these risks is therefore necessary in order
not to stunt the technological progress. Placing of the financial burden of full
reparation of every consequence of a risk-creating activity on the person undertaking that activity may delay the development of certain branches of industry where
the technological progress is essential. We shall meet with this question in our
further analysis of various elements of the scheme of nuclear liability.
If we assume that in the case of nuclear damage of catastrophic dimensions
victims cannot be fully compensated - which may be a realistic assumption even if it
may be questioned on humanitarian grounds - this would mean that a certain
portion of the risk involved in the activity causing this damage /e.g. production of
nuclear energy/ must be borne by society at large. In a highly organised world
community in the era of scientific and technological revolution there is a natural
tendency /advocated by various social organisations/ to reduce this portion of risk as
far as possible. In the legal field this problem is reflected in the discussions on the
extent of liability for damage.
The risk theory applicable to liability incident to ultra-hazardous activities is
based on a philosophy referring to some general socio-economic motives such as:
obtaining high profits at the expense of the society, protection of victims, equity, etc.
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It provides substance for a certain kind of increased liability which is still an
individual liability of the person creating the risk by his activity or conduct. As such
it docs not solve economic and social problems which may arise when the damage
reaches catastrophic dimensions by far exceeding the financial potential of the
person liable, which would be sufficient to provide adequate compensation. In order
to solve these problems the legal system must assure that means necessary to provide
compensation are available to the affected persons. Rules on compulsory liability
insurance /or other financial security/ covering the liability of the person undertaking a risk-creating activity are considered as one of the instruments serving this
aim.
Compulsory insurance or other financial security covering liability risks connected with such ultra-hazardous activities which may cause damage of catastrophic
dimensions are rather expensive. For economic reasons it is therefore necessary to
channel the liability covered by such financial protection to one person - the
undertaker of such an activity - who can afford to bear its cost and who would treat
it as the cost of the undertaken venture. The idea of channelling which we find in art.
II.5. of the VC reflects the incommensurability between the increased damaging
potential of human activity connected with new technologies /such as nuclear
activity/ and the financial potential of individuals or bodies who by their oversight,
negligence or otherwise may cause incidents of unforseeable consequences.

3. SOCIALIZATION OF RISKS AND LIABILITY
Assuming that at least a considerable part /if not the whole/ of the damage
caused by a risk-creating activity should be compensated, the question arises how to
distribute the financial burden of such a compensation. Under the standard risk
theory the whole burden of compensation should be borne by the person undertaking this activity /e.g. the nuclear operator/ but in the case of catastrophic risks
such a solution docs not seem to be acceptable. Although the undertaker can spread
the risk imposed on him by way of liability insurance, the cost of insurance covering
catastrophic risks /such as nuclear risks/ may be so high that it would undermine the
economic reasons of the undertaken venture. Moreover the coverage of such risks
would depend on the capacity of the insurance and reinsurance market - on what we
call the limits of insurability. In consequence thereof a far-going limitation of
liability of the undertaker would be unavoidable, which in fact we find in both the
VC and the PC; consequently a large portion of damage would be borne by society
at large - or more precisely by the victims of an incident who would be left without
an adequate compensation.
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The socio-economic problems posed by activities involving the possibility of
causing damage of catastrophic dimensions, such as the production of nuclear
energy, reveal the inadequacies of individual liability to deal with these problems by
providing proper remedies to the affected persons. The problem as such is not a new
one to legal science. Some ideas concerning the decline of individual liability date
from the inter-war period. Some 30 years ago it was convincingly presented by an
eminent American scholar Wolfgang Fricdmann in his inspiring book "Law in
Changing Society" where he described the decline of individual liability and the
gradual process of "socialization" or "collectivisation" of risks or liability1.
Friedmann saw signs of this process in the growing importance of liability insurance,
social insurance, loss insurance or establishment of compensation funds for motor
traffic accidents, etc., which are all in line with the idea of spreading the risk of loss
on wider social groups. At that time the impact on the social consciousness of
ecological disasters caused by pollution or nuclear incidents was not yet felt and
those who drafted the texts of both the Paris and the Vienna nuclear liability
conventions probably did not fully realise all the implications of the process
described by Friedmann for the problem of compensation for nuclear damage. We
think that the original error of both these conventions was to consider the individual
liability of the operator, even if covered by compulsory insurance or guarantee, as
the only source of compensation provided for victims of nuclear incidents.

4. SUPPLEMENTARY SOURCES OF COMPENSATION
The idea of replacing individual liability by collective indemnification in the case
of labour or motor traffic accidents was partly motivated by the inability of courts
to deal quickly with the growing number of civil law claims relating to such
accidents. Such a motive does not exist /happily/ in the case of nuclear liabilities but
the disproportion between the financial potential of an individual nuclear operator
and the damaging potential of a nuclear installation certainly exists. In fact, contrary
to expectations, the individual liability has not declined but its compensatory
function has revealed its insufficiency, causing the necessity to look for subsidiary or
supplementary sources of compensation.
This general idea that individual liability is inadequate or insufficient to provide
compensation for damage caused by certain industrial or transport incidents has
already been reflected in the phraseology of international conventions which now
Friedmann \V., "Law in a Changing Society", London 1959. The decline of individual liability was
discussed in legal writings of scholars in various countries but especially in France /works of professors
A. Tune and G. Viney/.
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use the phrase "liability and compensation"". It indicates a growing awareness that
in respect of certain activities the individual liability cannot be the only source and
probably even not the main source providing compensation for damage caused in
connection with this activity.
Assuming that the liability of the nuclear operator and his insurer or guarantor
cannot be the only source of providing compensation for victims of nuclear incidents
one has to consider how this additional or supplementary financial protection of
victims should be organised or established. Since we are dealing with the transboundary effects of nuclear incidents we have to look for inspiration in the existing
international agreements providing compensation supplementary to that provided
by the person liable i.e.: the 1963 Brussels Supplementary Convention which
supplements compensation provided by the nuclear operator under the 1960 Paris
Convention and the 1971 International Convention on the Establishment of an
International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage /Fund Convention/which supplements compensation provided by the shipowner under the 1969
Brussels Convention on civil liability for oil pollution damage /CLC/. The structure
of funding and the mechanism for providing compensation as applied in these
conventions are based on different concepts reflecting different features of the
problems created by nuclear damage and oil pollution. In the production of nuclear
energy the interests of State /the Installation State/ arc directly or indirectly
involved; consequently in the BSC the second tier of compensation is simply funding
by the Installation State while the third tier presents some sort of an inter-state pool.
Contributions arc provided by the participating states when damage caused by
a nuclear incident exceeds the second tier of compensation. In view of the rarity of
major nuclear incidents this method of spreading nuclear risks has been found
simple and cost-effective because it avoids many administrative problems connected
with the establishment of an international fund. In contrast to it the International
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund /1OPCF/ was established as an international legal
body with its management and administrative personnel, bank account and investment policy. This international legal body receives contributions from importers of
oil by sea and provides compensation which supplements or complements compensation provided by the shipowner. Since major oil pollution incidents happen from
time to time the Fund is currently active. It seems that for these reasons it would not
be rational to follow the pattern of the IOPCF when considering supplementary
sources of compensation for nuclear damage.
" Sec Draft Convention on liability and compensation for damage in connection with the carriage of
hazardous and noxious substances by sea /the so-called I INS Convention/ now under consideration by the
International Marlimc Organisation. The same phrase "liability and compensation" we find in the Basel
Convention, 1989 and the Bamako Convention, 1991, dealing wilh tmnsboundary movement of hazardous
wastes.
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5. COMPENSATION FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE AND PREVENTION
OF NUCLEAR INCIDENTS: INTERRELATING FACTORS
From a purely juridical point of view questions connected with the prevention of
nuclear incidents /rules on safety and supervision, prohibitions, penal sanctions etc./
and compensation for nuclear damage belong to different fields of law. Nevertheless, one cannot deny the existence of a certain interrelation between questions of
liability and compensation for nuclear damage on the one hand and the prevention
of such damage on the other. While the preventive effect of civil liability has
admittedly been considerably weakened where liability is strict and covered by
insurance, the liability insurance may become an important controlling factor in the
conduct of risk-creating activities. Moreover, affording certain privileges to the
operator /such as limitation of liability/ on the condition of maintaining the required
safety standards may also have a preventive effect. Also pooling arrangements on
the level of operators or of states may have a certain significance for the matter of
prevention if the participation in these arrangements or their effectiveness arc made
conditional on the application of agreed safety standards subject to international
inspection. There are also strong indications that international rules governing
questions of prevention should precede or accompany rules on compensation. Not
only the priority of prevention was indicated in documents submitted to the
Working Group and the Standing Committee of the IAEA in the course of the work
on the revision of the Vienna Convention3, but the lack of internationally agreed
binding nuclear safety regulations has been felt when considering some questions of
compensation. One may submit that the system of international nuclear security
should be composed of two main elements:
1/ internationally established binding nuclear safety requirements ensuring the
acceptable minimum of nuclear safety,
2/ internationally established norms on liability and compensation for nuclear
damage ensuring the acceptable minimum of financial protection for victims of
nuclear incidents4. These seem to be the basic requirements for the credibility of
nuclear industry.
Sec the Note of the Canadian Delegation on an Approach to a Comprehensive Regime of
International Liability for Nuclear Damage of 23 April 1990 submitted to the Working Group of the IAEA,
the paper of Italy of 11 April 1991 submitted to the third Session of the Standing Committee
/SCNL/3/INF-2/ and papers submitted by Australia.
Handl G., "Transboundary Nuclear Accidents. The Post-Chernobyl Multilateral Legislative Agenda"
in "Ecology Law Quarterly", vol. 15, no. 2, p. 204.
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IV. THE VIENNA CONVENTION: ITS MERITS AND DEFICIENCIES

1. NUCLEAR DAMAGE
It seems to be beyond discussion that the definition of nuclear damage as
contained in art. I.l./k/ of the Vienna Convention is not satisfactory and the Paris
Convention /art. 3/ is no better on this point. The main weakness of these definitions
is that they do not deal with such questions as damage to the environment or
preventive measures. One must recognise, however, that at the time when both these
conventions were adopted /the early sixties/ environmental law was in a very early
phase of development. Damage caused by the radioactive contamination of the
environment may be considered as a special type of pollution damage /radioactive
pollution/ and in the last three decades the law on pollution damage /both domestic
and international/ has considerably developed. Certain definitions of pollution
damage/ by oil, dangerous wastes, hazardous and noxious substances etc./ contained
in various international instruments and drafts under consideration may provide
useful guidance for our considerations, notwithstanding certain peculiarities of
nuclear damage.
We propose to consider the question of nuclear damage separately with regard to
the main items which may be found in various definitions of nuclear damage or
pollution damage contained in the relevant international conventions or draft
conventions viz.:
A. damage to life and health,
B. damage to property,
C. damage to the environment,
D. preventive measures.
We propose not to deal with economic loss under a separate item. We shall deal
with this question under items A. B. C.

A. Damage to life and health
We invariably find this item in definitions concerning nuclear damage or
pollution damage although the relevant formulae are not identical /"loss of life",
"loss of life and personal injury", "death or physical injury"/. Since human life and
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health arc immaterial values, rules applied by the courts of various countries
concerning the way and the extent to which damage to such values may be
compensated /questions of physical sufferings, moral pain etc./ differ strongly. It
would not therefore be reasonable to expect that a full uniformity in this matter
could be easily achieved in respect of nuclear damage to human life and health,
although this matter deserves consideration. A very peculiar question concerning
nuclear damage, on which some guidance may be needed, is w h c n one may
recognise that nuclear damage to human life and health has occurred. By way of
a certain generalization one may say that this is the question of causality - or rather
of proving (he existence of a causal link between the effects of a nuclear incident and
negative changes in human organism which may lead to death or illness. We shall
deal wilh this question under a separate ilcin. Another question is how this damage,
if established, should be compensated.
There is no problem in the case where the effects of a nuclear incident cause
death or injuries directly; the causal link is then unquestionable. Such nuclear
damage to human life and health is obviously compcnsable but rules concerning
compensation may vary from country to country. Doubts arise where direct negative
effects of a nuclear incident arc indiscernible in spite of an undisputed exposure of
the given person to ionizing radiation. The harmful effects of that exposure may be
latent - the harm caused may become apparent only after a longer period. The
effects of ionizing radiation on human cells depend on various factors. In some cases
the harm /e. g. developing of cancer/ may appear after a shorter or longer period
from the time of the exposure, in other cases it may not appear at all before the
death of the person exposed to radiation, while the cause of his death may be
entirely unconnected wilh the exposure /c. g. death in a traffic accident/.
Let us consider the first situation i. c. the illness developed by a person who has
been exposed to radiation following a nuclear incident. This illness may or may not
be the result of this exposure - as it is in the case of cancer. In order to recognise this
illness as a result of the exposure one must use the presumption based on the
consideration of certain facts and established probabilities - a generally practised
way of judicial reasoning applied to solve doubtful situations. General rules on
presumption may not, however, be adequate in the described situation. One may
agree with N. Pclzcr that it may be advisable to introduce rules on presumption of
law /presumptio juris ct dc jure/ based on certain scientific data which would serve
to establish radiation levels. The exposure of the human body to radiation exceeding
these levels caused by a nuclear incident would serve as grounds lor presumption by
law that any illness developed by the person concerned within a determined time
N. I'clzcr, "Rclbrnuibeiiegungcn zum Atomrcchl". I'Ml, p. 484.
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limit, that may be the result of such exposure, is to be recognised as compensablc
nuclear damage. Such rules and levels if internationally accepted, would restrict the
sphere of judicial cognizance and consequently reduce the sphere of doubt in the
matter of compensation for nuclear damage to human life and health.
But what about the situation of persons who following a nuclear incident have
been exposed to ionizing radiation exceeding the accepted levels, while such
exposure has not caused, for the time being, any discernible p h y s i c a l
changes in their bodies'? What about the psychical aspects of such cases? Living with
the awareness of considerably increased potentiality of developing a cancerous
disease may have a destructive influence on the nervous system of certain persons. It
may destroy their family life and professional career. Married couples may renounce
from having children and women in the early stages of pregnancy may decide on
abortion instead of running the risk of giving birth to a deformed or handicapped
child. Should one ignore these psychological effects of a nuclear incident which may
be really detrimental to the well-being of the affected persons? It has been suggested
that the fear or supposition that negative physical changes caused by ionizing
radiation may become apparent do not provide, as such, any sufficient grounds to
claim compensation. But can we really say that the absorption of ionizing radiation
by human body is not, by itself, a negative change even if the normal functioning of
the body is - for the time being - not affected thereby. Can we say that the integrity
of the person exposed to ionizing radiation has not been affected having in mind the
psychological effects of such an exposure as described above. While it may be
discussed whether the term "physical injury" would not cover the effects of ionizing
radiation on the human body it seems that the term "personal injury" would cover
them having in mind their negative effects on mental life. And the exposure of
human body to ionizing radiation certainly constitutes a prejudice, and prejudice
under national law of some countries gives right to compensation2. Although one
may understand that any extension of the concept of compcnsablc nuclear damage
to purely psychological effects of the exposure to ionizing radiation may be opposed
for pragmatic reasons, this problem should not be lightly dismissed, the more that
the extent of the absorption of ionizing radiation by human body can be measured
in sv /sicverts/. The results of that measurement could provide an indication
concerning the form and extent of compensation.
• The Supreme Court or Poland awarded compensation for prejudice to a boy whom the negligent
surgeon left a tiny fragment of the surgical instrument under the skull, when operated after the traffic
accident. The boy felt no negative effects of this piece of metal under his skull, the presence of which was
accidentally discovered after 7 years during a brain examination connected with a nervous illness. The illness
was unconnected with the presence of this piece of metal, and it was decided not to remove it. Nevertheless it
presented a potential threat to the boy's health, even if, for the lime being, its effect was only psychological.
This was found to be a prejudice/Decision of 25 Teb. 1972 - II CR. 610/71/.
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B. Damage to property
The term "loss of or damage to property" as applied in the draft outline for the
revision of the Vienna Convention docs not cause any specific interpretation
problems. Similar terms are used in modern international conventions or draft
conventions concerning liability for damage caused in the course of transport of
dangerous substances or movement and disposal of hazardous wastes3. The term
"property" is wide enough to cover proprietary rights and related interests affected
by a nuclear incident. Under general rules of the law of damages as accepted in
various systems of private law, compensation for damage to property itself /damnum cmergens/ cover also the consequential economic loss, generally described as
"loss of profits" or "loss of expected profits" /lucrum cessans/. This rule applies also
to personal damage - physical injuries may deprive the affected person of expected
gains. One may assume, therefore, that the phrase "loss of or damage to property"
which appears in various international conventions dealing with civil liability for
damage, covers also the loss of profits /economic loss/ originating from damage to
property itself upon proof of causal link between the damage to property and the
lost profits claimed. The real problem is presented by economic loss suffered by
a person who docs not suffer any personal or property damage i. e. the so called
"pure economic loss". With regard to this kind of economic loss the general rules of
national laws on the inclusion of "lucrum ccssans" as compensable damage may
differ. With regard to the concept of nuclear damage this seems to by a very
pertinent question. While economic loss of farmers caused by the effect of ionizing
radiation on pastures or plantations will of course be covered because this loss is
consequent on radioactive damage to these pastures or plantations, the loss of profit
suffered by businessmen who could not conclude, or who lost contracts with these
farmers is at least a questionable matter. The same concerns the loss of business
profits by various trade auxiliaries /transport or forwarding firms/ caused by the
cutting of trade with contaminated regions or loss suffered by people who lost their
jobs for similar reasons. It has been proposed to leave this matter to "the law of the
competent court" or to the national background law , which docs not seem to be
3

Sec art. l.lO.b/ of the ECE Convention on civil liability for damage caused durin|! carriage ol"dangerous
goods by road, rail and inland transport vessels, 1989/CRTD/ or art. 1.6./b/ of the IMO draft /1991/ or
International convention on liability and compensation for damage in connection with the carriage of
hazardous and noxious substances by sea /the I INS Convention/.
4
See art.l.l./k/ /iv/ of the Draft Protocol for the revision of the Vienna Convention /1991/. Art. 4 of the
Amended Proposal for a Council Directive on Civil Liability for Damage Caused by Waste /sec note
7 below/ leaves to (he national law of the Member States to determine whether and to what extent damage
for loss of profit or economic loss may be recoverable.
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a sound proposition considering that it concerns an important substantive question.
Differences regarding the amount of compensate damage may be considerably
depending on the notion of economic loss as contained in the national background
law applicable and it seems that at least in the field of substantive law the Vienna
Convention should bring as much uniformity as possible. It would, therefore, be
better to determine whether the pure economic loss is, or is not, covered by the
Convention. There arc strong suggestions5 for a restrictive approach to this question
having in mind that since, as it is anticipated, the overall amount of compensation
would be limited, the admission of pure economic loss as compcnsable damage may
considerably reduce the shares of other victims in the limited amount of compensation. The effects of a nuclear incident may be detrimental in various ways to
various social classes of an affected country but it docs not mean that any loss
suffered by various interests which may be linked to the nuclear incident should be
compensated under the regime of private law. Pecuniary losses covered by civil
liability, if limited, should be qualified and a rather restrictive approach would be
advisable. This should not exclude compensation for "general damage" suffered by
the society of the affected country on state-to-state basis.

C. Damage to the environment
Nuclear damage to the environment is the loss or damage by contamination
through ionizing radiation. The definition so far accepted by the Standing Committee which should replace paragraph 1/k/ of art. I of the Vienna Convention is
modelled on art. l.lO.c /of the CRTD and art. 1.6.c /of the draft HNS Convention.
Its gist consists in the determination of the c o m p c n s a b l c damage to
the environment by providing that compensation for impairment of the environment
shall be limited to costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement actually undertaken
or to be undertaken. This restriction does not apply, however, to the loss of profit
from such impairment which should be fully compensated. What however is not
clear is the relation between damage to the environment and damage to property.
Should the impairment of the environment of private property be compensated
under the heading "loss or damage to property" or as damage to the environment?
Here attention may be drawn to the Draft Convention on Civil Liability for Damage
Resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment of the Council of Europe6
which provides in art. 2.8.c /that damage means i.a. "loss or damage by impairment
5

See N. Pclzcr in "Nuclear Energy Law After Chernobyl" /1988/, p. 111.
Council of Europe, Committee of Experts on Compensation for Damage Caused to the Environment.
Doc. DIR/JUR/91/3, July 1991.
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of the environment in so far as this is not considered to be damage within the
meaning of sub-paragraphs a or b"; these sub-paragraphs cover loss of life or
personal injury and loss or damage to property. This may be considered as an
indication that the impairment of the environment of private property /and it would
seem any property which may be subject to proprietary rights/ such as land, forest
and even some water areas ahould be considered as damage to property. The
compcnsablc damage in that case would not be restricted lo Ihc costs of reinstatement measures but in accordance with general rules of the law of damages
would cover the reduction in value of the property and the loss of profit caused by
the impairment of the environment. Following this reasoning the loss or damage
caused by the impairment of the environment as provided in art. l.lO.c/ of the
CRTD and various draft conventions dealing with environmental damage should
concern only the impairment of the general environment unconnected wilh properly
which may be subject to individual proprietary rights. By way of a certain
generalization one may say that within the limits of national jurisdiction this will
cover only environmental damage to public properly - sea areas, rivers, atmosphere.
This meaning of compcnsablc environmental damage seems to be confirmed by the
Commission of the European Community in its Amended Proposal for a Council
Directive on Civil Liability for Damage Caused by Waste7, where the impairment to
the environment is described as a "significant, physical, chemical or biological
deterioration of the environment insofar as this is not considered to be damage
within the meaning of sub-paragraph jej j\\j" - i.e. damage lo property.
If we assume that "impairment of the environment" covers only the general
environment the restriction of compensate damage to "costs of reasonable measures
of reinstatement" applies only to that case, and claimants may only be persons
determined by the national law of the affected Stale as entitled to claim for damage
to public property. The loss of profit from the impairment of the general environment seems to be a different question. Such a loss may be suffered by individuals
deprived of the use of the environment because of its contamination by ionizing
radiation /loss of expected catch by fishermen/ without suffering any damage to
their property. This seems lo be the case of pure economic loss expressly covered by
the currently applied definition of compcnsable environmental damage.
Nuclear damage to the general environment outside the limits of national
jurisdiclion brings us to the question of nuclear damage lo global commons which at
a certain slagc of discussions on the revision of the Vienna Convention was raised by
Australia. Since that time it has been more or less generally accepted that the revised
Vienna Convention shall apply to nuclear damage wherever suffered, i.e. also to
7
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Doc. Com/91/219 final - SYN 217, 27.06.1991.

damage suffered outside the limits of national jurisdiction. Damage by a nuclear
incident to life or property of individuals or to property of states would of course be
covered by the Convention, wherever suffered. Damage to the environment of the
extraterritorial areas /such as the high seas/ is a slighty different problem. Under the
above discussed and generally accepted definition of nuclear damage to the environment, individuals /or states/ who can prove that they have suffered a loss of profit
due to the contamination of the general environment outside the limits of national
jurisdiction /e.g. fishermen/ should have a valid claim against the operator. On the
other hand any claim for "costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement" of the
general environment outside the limits of national jurisdiction may raise doubts
having in mind the present state of international law. In any case it seems doubtful
whether this question can be solved within the regime of private law.
D. Preventive measures
Under art. 1.1./k/ of the IAEA draft of the revised VC the nuclear damage covers
"the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by such
measures". Furthcron it is proposed to describe "preventive measures" as any
reasonable measures taken by any person after a nuclear incident has occurred to
prevent or minimize damage referred to in sub-paragraphs k/i/ to /iv/ above".
A nearly identical wording is found in the earlier mentioned Draft Convention on
Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment
of the Council of Europe. Also the CLC and the CRTD expressly include the cost of
preventive measures as compcnsable damage. There is no such inclusion in the text
of either the Paris Convention or the Vienna Convention, which docs not mean that
this kind of damage is not covered by these conventions. Under the general law of
damages any reasonable measures taken after an incident in order to prevent or
minimize damage would give substance to a claim. The real problem is presented by
preventive measures taken where a nuclear incident has actually not occurred. The
above-cited definitions of preventive measures clearly exclude preventive measures
taken before a nuclear incident has occurred but one must note the change in the
definition of "nuclear incident" /Art. l.l./m/ which covers now not only any
occurrence which causes nuclear damage but also which creates a grave and
imminent threat of causing such damage. Nevertheless in order to substantiate
a claim for costs of preventive measures there must be an occurrence /or scries of
occurrences having the same origin/ which creates this threat i.e. an important
irregularity in the functioning of a nuclear installation providing grounds for an
objective appraisal that this occurrence creates a grave and imminent threat to
certain interests.
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2. INTERNATIONAL REGIME OF CIVIL LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR
DAMAGE: MAIN ELEMENTS

A. A new scheme of liability
The rules of the Paris and the Vienna Conventions governing the liability of the
nuclear operator could - at the period when these conventions were prepared and
finally adopted - be considered as progressive if not revolutionary. New legal
concepts were necessary to deal with a new phenomenon presented by nuclear risks.
One may of course argue that at least some of these legal concepts were not entirely
a novelty at that time. The absolute liability introduced in these conventions may be
considered only as a "higher form" of liability based on risk /or strict liability/
known at that time to various legal systems and widely discussed in legal writings; in
that case the novelty consisted in a far-reaching restriction of exonerations. Channelling of liability for nuclear damage to one person only /the nuclear operator/ was
a new concept substantiated mainly by reasons of economy. Compulsory insurance
was widely applied in labour law /social insurance/ and in the general insurance law
of many countries. Limitation of third party liability to a certain amount of money
has its origins in maritime law. Nevertheless the combination of these new and old
legal concepts provided an original scheme of liability for damage caused by a "high
risk" activity, which - although never tested in the courts - has aroused interest in
academic circles and inspired domestic legislation as well as international conventions concerning other fields of activity involving risk of catastrophic damage.
The regime of nuclear liability is narrowly determined. It applies only to "nuclear
damage" caused by a "nuclear incident" as described by the relevant conventions.
The liability of a nuclear operator for non-nuclear damage, even if incident to the
operation of his installation, is subject to the rules of general law. On the other hand
any damage considered as nuclear damage under the terms of the conventions c a u s e d by a nuclear incident is covered by the operator's liability,
subject to exonerations. In this type of liability the causal link becomes its main
ground.
In this new scheme of liability we find recognition of new trends in legal thinking
revealing the inadequacies of individuai liability and the necessity to socialize risks
incident to certain risk-creating activities. It fell however short of solving the
problem because the law-makers were not fully aware of its magnitude, fully
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revealed after a quarter of a century by the Chernobyl disaster. Low limits of
liability and lack of rules on the contribution of the Installation State in providing
compensation seem to be the main shortcomings of this regime.
This international regime of liability has been considered as a special regime of
third party liability for nuclear damage8 providing a complete set of rules possibly
independent of national legislations of state-parties concerned. This aim has not
been attained and the regime of nuclear liability determined by the said conventions
is far from being complete.

B. Absolute liability of the nuclear operator: exonerations
The rule on liability of the opcrctor contained in art. II. VC and art. 3. PC does
not seem to give rise to reservations or criticism. It is "absolute" /art.IV. VC/ in the
sense that it is subject to no other exonerations than those specifically mentioned in
the relevant convention. In fact this term may be misleading since certain exonerations are still allowed. By its nature the liability of the operator provided in
these conventions belongs to the category of liability based on risk /strict, objective,
"no-fault"/ arising independently of any fault on the part of the person liable. As
a third party liability such liability may be imposed by law on those who by their
activity create abnormal hazards and within this category it may be increased or
decreased depending on the scope of exonerations allowed. This in turn depends on
the potentiality of risk involved: the higher the risk the more effective is the
protection of victims provided by the liability of the person creating this risk, which
may be obtained by restricting the scope of exonerations.
In the International Convention on the liability of operators of nuclear ships,
1962 /Brussels Nuclear Ships Convention - BNSC/ the rule on the liability of the
operator /art. 11./ is identical with the corresponding rules of the VC and the PC
/there existed a close co-operation in the preparation of these conventions/. The
terms "absolutely liable" and "objectivement rcsponsable" were respectively used in
the Cnglish and French texts of this article which may indicate that at least for the
makers of the said convention the terms "objective" and "absolute" were interchangeable; this may be open to discussion.
The VC /art. IV.3./ and the PC /art. 9./ contain two similarly determined kinds
of exonerations:
1/ war/an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war, insurrection/ and
2/ a grave natural disaster of an exceptional charaler.
's See Expose cles Molifs lo the Paris Convcntion/3/.
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War is however the only exoneration allowed under the 1962 BNSC /art. VI1I./; its
content is defined in a similar way as in the VC and the PC.
The war exoneration as defined in the above mentioned conventions has not met
with any serious reservations in the discussions on the revision of the Vienna
Convention. It refers to events of a political nature /concerning both international
and internal policy/ and it has generally been assumed that in the regime of private
law any damage caused directly by such events shall not be covered by third party
liability. We find the same exoneration in international conventions on oil pollution
/art. III.2./a/ CLC and art. 4.2./a/ Fund Conv./. .
One may remark that the wording of this exoneration is rather restrictive. Only
nuclear incidents d i r e c t l y due to an act of war, etc. arc exempted.
Incidents indirectly caused by war /changes in technology or operation of the
installation necessitated by war-time conditions/ are not exempted.
While it may be assumed that there is a general agreement that this war
exoneration should be maintained in the revised VC, which means that under the
private law regime victims of nuclear incidents directly due to acts of international
or civil war will not have damage claims against the operator, the problem looks
different where international liability of the Installation State is concerned. Liability
of the Installation State under international law for transboundary nuclear damage
caused by nuclear incidents occurring on its territory and directly due to an armed
conflict /international or internal/, in which this State is engaged, cannot be
excluded. In the regime of private law the war exoneration may be supported by
arguments that war is the "responsibility of the nation as a whole"9. In the regime of
international liability concerning state-to-statc relations this argument is no more
valid.
The wording of the war exoneration as determined by the VC and the PC docs
not cover explicitly terrorism. While generally speaking terrorism should be distinguished from "civil war or insurrection", in some cases it may be difficult to draw
a distinction between terrorism and civil war because terrorism may be one of the
ways of waging the civil war.
The exoneration for "a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character" i.e.
a qualified "force majeurc" is a different matter. This exoneration appears in other
international conventions concerning liability for damage by ultra-hazardous activities: art. 111.2./a/ CLC, art. 5.4./a/ of the Convention on Civil Liability for
Damage Caused During Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road, Rail and Inland
Navigation Vessels /CRTD/, art. 4.2./a/ of Draft Convention on Liability and
Compensation for Damage in connection with the Carnage of Hazardous and
9
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Sec Expose lies Molil's to the Paris Convention/48/.

Noxious Substances by Sea /Draft HNS Conv./10. There are, however, exceptions.
The Fund Convention covers pollution damage from vessels if caused by natural
disasters and the same is proposed for the HNS International Compensation
Scheme. The 1962 BNSC does not contain the natural disaster exoneration.
Discussions in the Working Group and later on in the Standing Committee of
the IAEA have indicated that there is strong support for the deletion of the natural
disaster exoneration in the revised VC. By operating a nuclear installation, the
operator creates a potential risk of causing nuclear damage of a considerable
magnitude. In spite of every necessary precaution a grave natural disaster may
trigger a reaction in the nuclear installation causing damage by ionizing radiation. It
conforms with the general idea of tort liability based on the risk theory that
obligation to compensate such damage shall be imposed on the person who has
created the risk of nuclear damage, since the victims cannot expect to get compensation from any other source - unless the Stale guarantees compensation. Although
in classic forms of strict liability provided by the domestic legislations of various
countries the exoneration for "force majeure" is generally included, the magnitude of
risk involved in the nuclear activity justifies an increase of liability of persons
engaging in such activity. And this is obtained i.e. by removing the "force majcure"
exoneration.
Grave natural disasters which may cause nuclear incidents are mainly earthquakes, and some countries situated in seismic regions have opposed the deletion of
this exoneration. A nuclear installation located in a seismic region presents of course
a bigger risk than the installation located in a non-seismic region, but there is no
valid argument why this increased risk should not be borne by the operator
/generally it is insurable/. Moreover, the exoneration, with its present wording, may
not provide a good defence against nuclear damage claims in the case of nuclear
incidents directly due to earthquakes in seismic regions, where earthquakes arc not
exceptional phenomena.
When drawing a comparison between the nuclear liability conventions and other
international conventions on liability of persons engaging in activities involving risk
of catastrophic damage the earlier mentioned regularity may be easily observed: the
scope of exonerations depends on the potential magnitude of the risk involved.
Nuclear risks may - for the time being - be considered as an extreme. It justifies the
restriction of circumstances, which would exonerate the nuclear operator from
liability, to war, hostilities etc. which are the "responsibility of the nation as
a whole". Under the CLC the scope of exonerations is much broader /art.III./. Apart

The wording of this exoneration as adopted in these conventions is a bit different. They speak of
"natural phenomenom of an exceptional, inevitable and irresistible character".
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from war it includes grave natural disaster /natural phenomen of an exceptional,
inevitable and irresistible character/, intentional act or omission of a third party,
fault of authorities in the maintenance of navigational aids. In the CRTD /art. 5.4./
the scope of exonerations is similar to that in the CLC but the "fault of authorities"
is replaced by the failure of the consignor of the dangerous goods to inform the
carrier of their dangerous nature. In the IMO Draft HNS Convention we find
a combination of the CLC and the CRTD exonerations /art. 4.2. of the 1991 draft/.
While risks incident to the transport of oil or dangerous substances in big quantities
may be formidable they still seem to be incomparable with nuclear risks. And this is
reflected in the rules on liability of persons engaging in the respective activities and
in particular in the scope of exonerations applicable.
A natural consequence of this broader scope of exonerations are gaps in the
protection of victims of transport incidents involving oil or dangerous substances,
who may not get compensation. In the field of oil pollution a remedy has been found
in the 1OPCF /to which oil cargoes contribute/ which both complements the
protection for victims of oil pollution incidents by providing compensation in the
case where the shipowner is exonerated /save for the war exoneration/ and
supplements it by providing an additional tier of compensation over the limit of the
shipowner's liability. This unique solution could be achieved owing to a very
peculiar situation which existed in the oil trade - big oil companies owning or
operating fleets of tankers - and facilitated a consensus between the shipping and
cargo interests as to the way in which the financial burden of compensation for oil
pollution damage should be allocated. Considered as a good model for the HNS
Convention it has met with strong opposition from the chemical industry, which sees
no good reasons why cargo should bear the risk of transport incidents. In fact it
seems to be a "technocratic" concept, deprived of any rationale. The philosophy
underlying the theory of liability based on risk indicates that liability should be
placed on the person, who:
1/ creates the risk by his activity,
2/ is in a position to control and minimize the risk,
3/ can appraise the risk and make arrangements to finance compensation should
the risk be realised /insurance, pooling agreements/. But situations may arise,
and in the case of the nuclear industry such situations certainly arise, where
these arrangements are so expensive that their cost undermines the rationale of
certain ventures. We are then faced with the old dilemma: either the victims will
not be compensated /or at least not fully compensated/ or some other interested parly must intervene by providing the financial means for compensation.
This interested party in the case of nuclear risks may only be the Installation
State.
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C. Conduct of the person suffering nuclear damage

The question of exoneration of the operator from liability in relation to the
person suffering nuclear damage because of the hitter's conduct has not drawn much
attention from the Working Group or the Standing Comittce of the IAEA, which
means that the rule contained in art. IV.2. VC does not cause reservations. From
a purely practical point of view the question seems to be of secondary importance if
compared with other matters still discussed. Nevertheless, it deserves consideration
in order for more uniformity in the approach to this question to be achieved. Not
only in the three nuclear liability conventions under consideration this question is
regulated differently, but also in other conventions concerning related matters
a different approach may be traced. Generalizing one may say that the existing
differences in the regulation of this question concern the kind of faulty conduct of
the person suffering nuclear damage which may bear on his right to gel compensation; in order to consider these differences we have to draw the distinction
between: intentional act or omission, gross negligence and negligence.
The 1962 BNSC exonerates the operator from liability in relation to the person
suffering damage only in the case of intentional fault of an individual /act or
omission committed with intent - art. 11.5./. In such a case the court may wholly or
partially exonerate the operator depending on whether the nuclear damage resulted
wholly or partially from such a conduct of the individual suffering this damage. The
burden of proof is on the operator. A similar rule, although expressed by an entirely
different wording, is found in art. 6./f/ and /g/ PC. We find here, however, no
distinction between cases where the nuclear damage has been "wholly or partially"
caused by an intentional fault, but a rule from which one may infer that no
compensation is clue to an individual who by an intentional act or omission caused
a nuclear incident from which his damage resulted. It seems to be a sound rule for
a very specific regime of nuclear liability. It means that only an intentional act or
omission of the suffering person bears on his right to compensation. Any other kind
of his fault - gross negligence or ordinary negligence - does not affect his right to
compensation. This is of course a clear deviation from general principles of tort
liability /including the "no-fault" liability/ under which any fault of the suffering
person, particularly if it is exclusive, bears on his right to compensation. Such
a restriction of the contributory cause which has an effect on the operator's liability
may be motivated by the high risk involved in the nuclear activity and conforms
with the "absolute" nature of the operator's liability. On the other hand we do not
see any reason for granting any compensation to an individual who even partially
but at the same time intentionally contributed to a nuclear incident.
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The VC is much less clear on this point. Under its art. IV.2. not only intentional
fault but also gross negligence of (he person suffering damage bears on his right to
compensation which may be denied or reduced by the competent cort, if the law of
that court so provides. This regulation can hardly be considered as satisfactory.
Compared with the conventions discussed earlier it: I/weakens the protection of the
victim, 2/ avoids providing uniformity, 3/ leaves the door wide open for judicial
appreciation. A similar formula may be found in art. II1.3. CLC and art. 5.5. CRTD
but with no reference to the law of the competent court. Both these conventions
refer to "negligence" and not to "gross negligence" which means a further relaxation
of liability. This confirms the earlier described regularity.

D. Channelling
The rule of channelling the liability for nuclear damage to the nuclear operator
with the exclusion of any other person is provided in art. 11.5. VC and art. 6./a/,/b/
PC. It means that under the said conventions no other person than the operator
shall be liable for nuclear damage. There are few exceptions to this rule /art. 11.5.
second sentence and art. IV.7. VC, art. 6./b/ and /c/ /i/ PC/. One exception to this
rule of legal channelling may also be found in provisions of national law on public
health insurance, social insurance, social security, workmen's compensation or
occupational disease compensation if they provide for compensation for nuclear
damage /art/ 1X.1. VC, art. 6./h/ PC/.
Since the regime of liability established by the said conventions is a special regime
of tort liability for nuclear damage, claims for nuclear damage against the operator
may only be based on the rules of the relevant convention. This follows very clearly
from art. 6.c/ ii/PC which provides that "the operator shall incur no liability outside
this convention for damage caused by ajiuclcar incident".
A similar rule of channelling is provided for by art. 11.2. BNSC. It is a clear-out
rule reading as follows: "Except as otherwise provided in this Convention no person
other than the operator shall be liable for such nuclear damage".
Channelling is contrary to the existing legal concepts of the law of torts and may
lead to situations where a party who has caused or contributed to cause a nuclear
incident would escape the consequences of his negligence - even gross negligence. It
may be considered, therefore, as a novelty in the field of tort liability.
From the juridical point of view channelling may be motivated by the incommensurability between the damaging potential of the nuclear activity and the financial
potential of a variety of persons in sonic way or other associated with this activity by
being engaged in the construction or operation of a nuclear installation /contractors,
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suppliers, employees of the operator etc./, who may cause or contribute to cause
a nuclear incident of unlbrseeable consequences without having any intention of
doing it. Another argument supporting the idea of channelling is of a more
economic nature. In order to discharge the burden of liability for damage caused by
a nuclear incident the person liable must cither contract insurance or make other
arrangements which would enable him to collect the funds necessary to cover very
large claims. The cost of such financial protection of liability is considerable and for
economic reasons it would not be justified to require of persons in various ways
associated with the operation of a nuclear installation to assure such a financial
protection for their liability. Without such a protection, liability for nuclear damage,
which they may incur, would turn out ruinous for them /which may dissuade them
from associating themselves with the construction or operation of nuclear installations/ or become something like an "empty shell". Channelling of liability to the
nuclear operator leads also to concentration and specialization of insurance against
nuclear risks.
It has also been pointed out in the "expose des motifs" to the PC /item 15/ that
channelling brings a considerable facilitation and simplification of the claims
settlement procedure by indicating the only person to whom claims can be
addressed. It is the nuclear operator, but direct action may also be allowed against
the person furnishing financial protection covering the operator's liability if the law
of the competent court so provides /art. II.7. VC, art. 6./a/ PC/.
Reservations concerning channelling have been raised from time to time in the
discussions which have taken place in the Working Group and the Standing
Committee of the IAEA. They have mostly referred to the position of constructors
or suppliers who are not liable under the VC or PC for nuclear damage caused by
defects of work or materials provided by them. Having in mind the complexity of
nuclear installation one may well imagine a considerable number of persons or
bodies engaged in the construction, supplying and servicing of a nuclear installation.
If tort liability for nuclear damage were imposed on them they would all be
compelled to provide for insurance of their liability which would considerably
increase the cost of their services.
Channelling of liability for nuclear damage to the operator under the VC and PC
docs not mean "per sc" that contractors or suppliers would avoid any liability. Both
these conventions do not exclude the right of recourse of the operator which is,
however, restricted. Under art. X. VC and art. 6.T/PC the operator has a right of
recourse only where this is e x p r e s s l y provided for by a contract or
against an i n d i v i d u a l who has acted or omitted to act with intent to
cause the nuclear incident. It means that the operator who has satisfied the claims of
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victims of a nuclear incident may have a claim for indemnity against contractors or
suppliers under the terms of the contracts he has concluded with them.
The concept of channelling introduced in a very strict form in the nuclear
liability conventions has been found attractive and influenced international regulations concerning liability for oil pollution damage or damage caused by dangerous
substances in the course of transport. In the CLC we find channelling in art. III.4-5.
but it has a much milder form. The relevant text reads as follows:
"4. No claim for compensation for pollution damage may be made against the
owner otherwise than in accordance with this convention. Subject to
paragraph 5 of this Article, no claim for compensation for pollution damage
under the Convention or otherwise may be made against:
a - the servants or agents of (he owner or the members of the crew;
b - the pilot or any other person who, without being a member of the crew,
performs services for the ship;
c - any charterer /howsoever described, including a bareboat charterer/,
manager or operator of the ship;
d - any person performing salvage operations with the consent of the owner
or on the instructions of a competent public authority;
e - any person taking preventive measures;
f - all servants or agents of persons mentioned in sub-paragraphs /c/,
/d/ and /e/;
unless the damage resulted from their personal act or omission, committed
with the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that
such damage would probably result.
5. Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice any right of recourse of the owner
against third parties".
As compared with channelling under the nuclear liability conventions the
principle of channelling under the CLC has been considerably weakened. Instead of
a general exclusion of parties, other than the shipowner, against whom claims for
pollution damage may be made, the Convention names specific persons, in some
way or other associated with the operation of the shipping enterprise, who arc
protected by channelling. The list docs not include constructors /shipyards/ or
suppliers of the ship's equipment who could be held liable for marine accidents
under the rules of products liability, i.e. on the same legal basis as suppliers of
nuclear installations. Moreover, liability of the persons covered by channelling is not
excluded where the nuclear damage has been caused by them cither intentionally or
through their reckless misconduct; under the nuclear liability conventions only
intent may provide ground for liability for nuclear damage of the persons covered by
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channelling. Finally the CLC docs not restrict the right of recourse of the shipowner
against "third parties", whether under law or contract.
With minor changes the same type of limited channelling may be found in art.
5.6-9 CRTD and art. 4.4-6 of the Draft HNS Convention.
Under both the nuclear liability conventions and the CLC or other above cited
conventions the regime of liability of the operator/or any other person onto whom
liability is channelled/, as determined by provisions of the relevant convention, is
exclusive; with regard to nuclear liability conventions this means that claims for
compensation for nuclear damage against the nuclear operator cannot be based on
the ordinary rules of the law of torts. The same rule applies lo the exemption from
liability of persons covered by channelling. These arc new schemes of liability
adapted to specific socio-economic situations created by "high risk" activities. In the
case of nuclear liability such a new and specific scheme should be as complete as
possible. In fact it is not.
When drawing a comparison between channelling under the nuclear liability
conventions and under other conventions which have adopted this concept we may
notice a regularity to which we have referred earlier when considering the rules on
absolute liability and exonerations. The higher the potential risk involved in
a certain activity the stricter the rule on liability of the person undertaking and
conducting that activity. This regularity finds a confirmation in the rule on
channelling and it certainly has its logic.

E. Causal link
It is not intended to deal in this chapter with intricate questions of health effects
of radiation and esp. of its stochastic effects to be considered as compensable
nuclear damage /sec page 25-27/. This seems to our mind to be rather the problem of
evidence and in particular of proving the existence of causal link between the
unquestionable exposure of human body lo radiation and these effects and not the
problem of concept of causal link as such in its juridical sense.
In the field of liability for damage the causal link plays a double role; it presents
an objective prerequisite of liability which conditions its existence, and it determines
the extent of damage covered by liability. It would not seem proper lo consider here
the merits of various theories of causality such as "conditio sine quo non", the
adequate theory /generally accepted in the continental legal systems/, the Anglo-Saxon "causa proxima" theory, or the theory of "necessary - causative links". The
writer departs from an assumption that various formulae applied in law which arc
considered as expressing certain philosophical theories of causation arc in fact rules
4!

on liability which determine its extent, and the philosophical categories of causation
lie outside the sphere of law. The essential role played by the causal link in the
sphere of private law of damages is to restrict the scope of damage covered by
liability. In various legal systems the relevant rule on causation is cither determined
by written provisions " or elaborated by the judicature; in both cases, however, the
works of jurisprudence play an important role in explaining the meaning of this rule,
readily by reference to the philosophical theories of causality. Although the effects of
application of these different rules on causality arc, in most cases, similar and in the
last decades one could even observe a certain convergence in the practical application of these rules, in some borderline cases their application may still produce
different results.
The purpose of work on the revision of the VC is to provide a special regime for
third party liability for nuclear damage which would provide a uniform regulation of
a world-wide application. It seems that this regime should also provide a uniform
rule on causal link instead of leaving this controversial question to the background
law applicable /generally the law of the competent court/. In particular with regard
to some specific features of nuclear damage this question may be of considerable
importance.
In our further analysis of the question of causality we would apply the generally
accepted method of a qualified "conditio sine qua non" test which consists in the
analysis of the causative link with regard to a given factual situation by applying
a double test. First we examine whether a certain incident /in the situation under
consideration, a nuclear incident/ presents a "sine qua non" condition of a certain
effect /nuclear damage/. If the result of our test is negative, our finding must be that
there is no objective link between these elements of.the situation under consideration. If the result of the test is positive it means that an objective dependence
between these elements of the investigated situation exists, but this positive test as
such is insufficient to make an appraisal as to the existence of liability. This would
require a second test - whether the link existing between the cause and the effect
conforms with certain criteria determined by law which are necessary for making an
assumption that the causal link exists in the legal sense.
The importance of the legal concept of causation is considerably increased where
the liability under consideration is a "no-fault" liability. In the case of liability based
on fault any restriction of the extent of obligation to repair damage which may be
advisable on general policy grounds takes place in the sphere of fault; in this respect
Comp. art. 361 J I of the Polish Civil Code which provides thai liability covers
only n o r in a 1 consequences of the act or neglect from which the damage resulted; according to the
legal doctrine this provision expresses the adequate llieory of causation.
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the test of forcsccability on the part of the person liable would generally be applied,
and this may include subjective elements. In the case of strict liability based on the
concept of risk the causal link between the risk-creating activity and the damage
presents a sufficient and, in fact, the only ground to impose liability for damage on
the person undertaking the said activity. It means that any restriction of the
obligation to repair damage may only take place within the sphere of causation. In
this connection it has been proposed to extend the theory of risk on which strict
liability is based to the sphere of causation by making a distinction between damage
which is "within the risk" and damage "outside the risk"12. In order to make this
distinction one should refer, however, to the criterion of forcseeability based on the
current level of knowledge and scientific data available.
Turning now to the text of the VC we find in art. 11.1. an unqualified statement
concerning the causal link. It follows therefrom that the operator's liability covers
any nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident which occurred in his installation
/a/ or is in the way described under /b/ and /c/ related to his installation. A similar
formula may be found in art. II. 1. of the BNSC and in art. 3./a/ of the PC. The
"conditio sine qua non" lest of the causal link would require an examination whether
the nuclear damage would have occurred if the nuclear incident had not happened.
A negative answer would mean that an objective link between the nuclear incident
and the nuclear damage exists. And since the conventions do not impose any criteria
qualifying the nuclear damage covered by the operator's absolute liability we must
conclude that any nuclear damage which, by applying a "conditio sine qua non" test,
has been found to be caused by a nuclear incident is covered by the liability of the
relevant operator, subject to the exonerations provided by these conventions. The
examination of the relevant texts indicates that with regard to these exonerations the
causal link between the respective occurrences has been qualified. Art. IV.3. VC
speaks of "a nuclear incident d i r e c t l y
due to an act of armed conflict.,
etc." /a/ and "d i r c c t I y due to a grave natural disaster of an exceptional
character" /b/. Similar formulae are used in art. 9. PC and art. VIII. BNSC.
It means that where the nuclear incident causing nuclear damage has been
i n d i r e c t l y
caused by the exccpled peril /war, natural disaster/, this
nuclear damage would be covered by the operator's liability. A comparison of
formulae concerning causal link applied in the articles of the above cited conventions providing for an absolute liability of the operator with those applied in articles
on exonerations indicates that subject to these exonerations the operator's liability
covers a n y nuclear damage which may be considered as being caused by the
nuclear incident by applying the "conditio sine qua non" test, and not only damage
• Conip. 11.LA. Hail and A.M. Ilonorć, "Causation in Law", Oxford 1959, p.257 and foil.
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which may be considered as "proximatcly caused" by, or as a "normal consequence"
of this incident. It means that it covers also such nuclear damage to life or property
which at the time of the incident could not have been reasonably anticipated as
a possible consequence of a nuclear incident.
The meaning of this problem has well been illustrated by the case known as the
Texas City disaster in 194713. On the French vessel "Grandcamp" loading
"ammonium nitrate" fertilizers in port, fire broke out causing the explosion of cargo
which destroyed a good part of the town killing hundreds of people. According to
the state of knowledge existing at (he time of this incident the ammonium nitrate
was considered as a combustible but non-explosive cargo. It turned out, however,
that in very particular circumstances /high pressure and heat in the vessel's holds
caused by fire/ it might become explosive. The Us Federal Court of Appeal deciding
on the claim against the shipowner found that since the explosion had not been
foreseeable it could not be considered as a normal consequence of fire on board /for
which the shipowner was at fault/ and consequently damage caused by the explosion
was not covered by the shipowner's liability. It meant that in the legal sense there
was no causal link between the faulty conduct of the shipowner /or his servants/ and
the damage caused by the explosion, although in the physical sense the causal link
was unquestionable.
Can we say that all damaging consequences of ionizing radiation, including its
long-term effects, arc known to us? By applying the "conditio sine qua non" rule to
the causal link presenting the basic ground of the operator's liability, all these at the
present moment unknown effects of nuclear incidents would be covered. And we
must say that at the lime when nuclear liability conventions were discussed /late
fifties/ this view was largely accepted. It could not have been otherwise since the
protection of victims was at that time the main concern, and the level of knowledge
on the effects of radiation was lower than it is now. Nevertheless, one may hesitate
to state that we know everything about these effects.
It seems that with regard to nuclear liability this question has not been discussed
in depth, because a general impression might have prevailed that this rather delicate
matter must be left to background law14. In this way one may pretend that as
regards the international legislation the problem docs not exist. For the reasons
already explained one may question this kind of approach. The rule on causal link is
the basic clement of the liability regime and in this respect an international
13

Reported in American Maritime Cases, 1961, p. 1082, and Lloyd's List Law Reports, 1961, p. 504.
Comp. N. Pelzer. "Ubcrlegungen zur Novcllicrung des ulomrcchtlichcn I luftungs- uiul Deckungsrechls
in den 90cr Jahrcn" in "RelbrmiibtTlcgiingen znni Alomreclil", editor R. Lukas,
Koln-Herlin-Uoiin-Miinchen. 1991, p. 497. The author refers simply to the adequate causal link generally
accepted in German civil law.
14
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uniformity should be achieved. In fact such a rule is contained in the Vienna
Convention. One may consider however its rationale, especially whether the liability
of the operator should not be restricted to qualified damage caused by a nuclear
incident by way of application of the foresecability test.
We think that the solution to this dilemma would largely depend on the accepted
general concept of compensation. With regard to the damage covered by the civil
liability of the operator a restrictive approach would be advisable. This would mean
that a distinction should be drawn between damage "within the risk" and damage
"outside the risk" of the operator by applying the foresecabilily test based on
objective factors /scientific data available/. Only the foreseeable damage would be
qualified as being "within the risk" of the operator and as such covered by his
absolute liability. In this respect the insurance factor is of a considerable importance,
since (he operator's liability is covered by compulsory insurance and every insurer
must make at least a rough estimate of the accepted risk in order to calculate the
premium. For purely economic reasons the extent of liability requires determination
by using various devices. One of them would be the exclusion of unforsccablc
consequences of a nuclear incident.
The importance of the problem under consideration is closely connected with the
limitation of the operator's liability. Where his liability is unlimited the acceptance of
a causal link as existing in the legal sense between the nuclear incident and its
unforeseeable consequences may considerably extend the operator's liability. Where
his liability is limited by a certain amount and the aggregate of claims exceed this
amount, any admission of unforeseeable damage as compcnsablc damage may
considerably reduce the shares of those who claim compensation for foreseeable
damage.
These arguments may lead us to a conclusion that when considering the causal
link as an essential clement of the civil liability of the nuclear operator, the nuclear
damage covered by his liability should be subject to qualification by applying the
forcsceability test. For practical reasons we do not think that a different approach
should be applied where compensation from the operator, or his insurer or
guarantor, is supplemented by public funds under the regime of private law.
Unforeseeable consequences of nuclear incidents could only be considered as an
clement of "general damage" not recoverable under the civil law regime but subject
to international responsibility of the Installation Stale under the regime of international law.
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F. Limitation liability

The concept of global limitation in amount of third party liability of the operator
which we find in both the Vienna and the Paris Conventions and in tho BNSC has
had a long history in maritime law /the limitation of shipowner's liability/ and is also
known in other fields of law /e.g. the air law/. We find it also in modern
international conventions concerning liability connected with activities creating risk
or catastrophic damage /art. V. CLC, art. 9. CRTD, arl.6. Draft HNS Convention/.
Limits in amount of the carrier's liability under the contract of carriage arc widely
applied in various branches of international transport law.
Full reparation of damage is considered as a general principle in tort law. In fact
there arc so many exceptions to this principle that it seems itself more like an
exception than a rule. Exceptions may consist in the accepted notion of compensablc
damage, approach to the causal link, limitations in time etc. notwithstanding
grounds for exoneration of liability. Limitation of liability in amount is therefore
one of many legal devices impairing the principle of full reparation. It is, however,
one of the most criticised.
The rationale of limitation of liability may be built on various grounds. In
maritime law some of these grounds have been protectionist but some could be
considered as general policy grounds. It seems that the same applies to limitation of
liability in nuclear law.
The ridiculously low limits of the operator's liability accepted in art. V. VC /not
less than 5 milion USD /gold value/ per incident/ or in art. 7./a/ and /b/ PC /15
million SDR, but not less than 5 million SDR/ could have been considered as
a protectionist measure required at the very early stage of development of the
nuclear industry. This argument is no longer valid and proposal have been made to
raise these amounts considerably /sums of 150-200 million SDR as being equal to
the limits of insurability have been mentioned/. The question remains open as to
whether the limitation of the operator's liability in amount should be maintained in
the revised rcgi: v.- if civil liability for nuclear damage. As we know in the domestic
atomic legislation oi'somc countries this liability ^unlimited.
Let us turn now to general policy grounds. It has largely been accepted that the
foundations of the concept of limitation of liability arc in the theory of risk. Risks
incident to a certain activity, which present a potential threat to its development,
should be properly spread among those who benefit from this activity. Since third
party liability risks connected with the operation of nuclear installations arc
formidable and it is society at large which benefits from the production of clean
nuclear energy, those risks should not be borne by the nuclear operator alone. Both
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the VC and the PC provide for compulsory financial protection of the operator's
liability /insurance or other financial security/ and the financial burden of the
liability risk is expressed by the cost of such protection. Since it is rather doubtful
whether the unlimited liability of the operator could be fully covered by insurance or
other financial security, having in mind the magnitude of nuclear risks /anyway the
insurer must make an estimate of risk in order to calculate the premium/, even in the
case of unlimited liability of the operator it would be necessary to determine by law
the limit of financial protection required of him. In the VC and the PC the limit of
liability of the operator is at the same time the limit of financial protection required
of him, but one may well imagine different solutions /examples may be found in
other fields/, where insurance covers liability of the person concerned only up to
a certain amount. If applied to the liability of nuclear operators it would mean that
claims for nuclear damage exceeding the amount of financial protection but still
covered by the liability of the operator may not be fully compensated and at the
same time may become ruinous for the operator. This would undermine the
credibility of the nuclear industry and should by all means be avoided. Here we see
the role of the Installation Slate to step in by providing funds supplementing
compensation obtained by victims from insurance or other financial security
provided by the operator.
The concept of limitation of liability in amount is to be recognised as a certain
privilege granted to persons who undertake activities which while creating liability
risks arc on the whole beneficial to society. This may be considered as the main
general policy ground which has justified its introduction in various fields. As
a global limitation of third parly liability/tort liability/ the benefit of limitation has
never been granted unconditionally, i.e. irrespective of the conduct of the person
entitled to it. We speak then of the "breakability" of limitation. In the international
conventions concerning liablity incident to "high risk" activities the respective
formulae of breakability read as follows:
a/ Art. V.2. CLC. "The owner shall not be entitled to limit his liability under this
Convention if it is proved that the pollution damage resulted from his personal act
or omission, committed with the intent to cause s"ch damage, or recklessly and with
knowledge that such damage would probably result".
b/ Art. 10.1.CRTD. "The currier shall not be entitled to limit his liability under this
Convention if it is proved that the damage resulted from his personal act or
omission or an act or omission of his servants or agents, committed with the intent
to cause such damage or recklessly and with knowledge that such damage would
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probably result, provided that, in the case of such act or omission of a servant or
agent, it is also proved thai he was acting within the scope of his employment".
c/ In art. 6.2. of the Draft HNS Convention the wording used is identical lo the
wording of art. V.2. CLC. A very similar wording of the brcakabilily clause may
also be found in art. 4 of the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims, 1976/the CLLMC/.
With the exception of the CRTD where the brcakabilily clause is rather wide,
because it covers also the fault of servants or agents of the carrier, other conventions
restrict the breakability to the case of a personal, "high degree" fault /intent or
reckless misconduct/ of the person liable. In the case of legal persons /corporations/
this will cover only the fault of persons considered as organs of the corporation
authorised to act in its name.
There is an ample justification for the breakability of limitation. The main
argument may be pure logic on which any sound system of law should be based. The
limitation of liability is a privilege granted to certain persons undertaking some
risk-creating activities in order to alleviate the risk borne by them. It would therefore
be illogical and contrary to the purpose of limitation to give the benefit of limitation
lo those who by their reckless misconduct increase the risk of inflicting damage or
intentionally cause the damage /in the latter case one cannot speak at all about risk/.
A law which grants the benefit of limited liability lo such persons could even be
considered as contrary to moral norms.
In maritime law the brcakabilily of limitation has been maintained because of
a certain belief in its preventive function. Although this is sometimes disputed it is
also asserted that the breakability rule provides an incentive for shipowners to
exercise proper care in respect of such matters as technical condition of vessels,
manning, equipment etc. Anyway in maritime law the breakabilily rule is not
a "dead letter of law"; legal disputes arise from lime lo time in connection with its
application.
It is not suggested that a breakability rule closely modelled on thai contained in
the above-mentioned conventions should be introduced into the revised Vienna
Convention. But granting the privilege of limitation of liability to the operator even
in the case when be intentionally causes the nuclear damage /which follows from the
present texts of both the VC and the PC/ may be appraised as incompatible with the
principle of the "internal morality^of law". It is typical of a "technocratic" approach
to law disregarding its social function. It contradicts also the "polluter pays"
principle.
It seems therefore that if the concept of limitation of liability of the operator is
maintained in the revised VC it shall include an appropriate breakability clause. It is
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suggested that the operator should be deprived of the benefit of limitation only when
it is proved that he has deliberately not applied binding regulations on nuclear safety
and inspection /economizing on safety/. This may at least partly satisfy the demands
of those who opt for an unlimited liability of the operator and may be considered as
a compromise solution. The unlimited liability of the operator should be fully
covered by financial protection from public funds. The engagement of public funds
provided by the Installation State would be based here on a presumption of lack of
proper supervision over the conduct of the operator.
During the discussions in the Standing Committee on the inclusion of the
brcakability clause objections have been raised that it may complicate and delay the
settlement of claims. This seems to be a misunderstanding. The liability of the
operator up to the limit fixed by the Convention /or domestic law/ is objective
/subject to exonerations/. Where the causal link between the nuclear damage and the
nuclear incident is established the victims will be entitled to compensation up to the
limit of the operator's liability and this compensation will be provided cither by the
operator or from the financial protection /insurance, gurantec, stale funding/ which
must be unconditionally effective. Only claims exceeding the limit of liability would
require proving thai the conduct of the operator has deprived him of the benefit of
limitation.'
The concept of limitation of liability in amount which is convenient for the
nuclear operator, has a number of drawbacks if considered from the position of
victims of nuclear incidents. Its effect is not only the reduction of compensation for
nuclear damage but also possible delays in the settlement of these reduced claims
because of the necessary apportionment procedure. Claims cannot be settled as
presented if it appears that the aggregate of claims would exceed the limit of the
operator's liability. In that case it is necessary to establish the limitation fund, to
collect and prove /in special proceedings/ all damage claims and to carry out the
apportionment in accordance with the relevant rules. Those who have had an
experience with the application of the global limitation of liability in maritime law
know that it may take years before the apportionment procedure is completed and
payments out of the limitation fund can be made. In the case of nuclear damage
claims this procedure may be much more complicated. The question may arise
concerning the treatment of claims for loss of life or personal injury which may be
brought within the period of 30 years /sec art. 7 of the Protocol to Amend the
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage prepared by the Secretariat of the IAEA, 2 April 1991/. Claims for nuclear damage which may become
apparent after such long periods of time should also be settled out of the limitation
fund. It means that when making the apportionment the court may be compelled to
set aside considerable sums and appropriate them for settlement of claims which
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persons affected by ionizing radiation may bring after many years. One may well
imagine that the distribution of the limitation fund will last for decades. And if, as
has been suggested by some delegations in the Standing Committee, the notion of
compcnsablc nuclear damage should also cover pure economic loss or moral damage
/where the law of the competent court so provides/ one may well imagine that very
little would be left from the limitation fund for those who have directly suffered
from a nuclear incident. Moreover they will have to wait for quite a long time to get
this reduced compensation. There is a certain inconsistency between on the one hand
demands to maintain the limitation of the operator's liability with the limits fixed
upon the consideration of economic factors /cost of insurance etc./ and on the other
hand - demands to extend the notion of compensable nuclear damage and time
limits for bringing claims.
The limitation of liability of the nuclear operator, where the compensation is
provided only out of the funds mobilised by him, may be justified for the reasons
already explained. But where the compensation provided by the operator is to be
supplemented by public funds provided by the Installation State /or some other
states/ the very principle of limitation appears to be at least questionable, because in
this way the State agree to take upon itself this part of the financial burden of
compensation which cannot be borne by the operator. One may ask about the
reason why to take only a part of it. We shall revert to this question when discussing
financial protection from public funds.
A compromise solution which in any way would considerably reduce the
complications connected with the application of rules on limitation of liability for
nuclear damage might consist in applying the limitation of liability only to claims for
damage to property or to the environment; these claims, as may be expected, would
constitute the bigger part of damage caused by a nuclear incident similar to that of
Chernobyl. On the other hand the operator's liability for loss of life or personal
injury claims would be unlimited but claims exceeding the amount of financial
security appropriated for such claims would be covered out of public funds provided
by the Installation Slate by way of supplementary funding15. In this way the amount
of security appropriated for personal damage claims would provide ready money
available to victims almost immediately after the incident, and could be used to
cover claims as presented and proved, since no apportionment comes into consideration. Claims not satisfied out of security, the presentation of which may spread
over years, would be covered out of public funds.

15
Sec art. 40.3. of The Polish Atomic Law of 1986 which provides for an unlimited supplementary
compensation for personal damage to be provided by The State Treasury.
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If the concept of limitation of liability is maintained in the revised Vienna
Convention /it seems to be still strongly supported/ it will be necessary to fix the
limit of the operator's liability rather high in order to reduce the potentiality for
cumbersome proceedings connected with the apportionment of the limitation fund.
This could be obtained if the limit of liability of the operator were equal to the limit
of financial protection provided both by private funds /insurance, guarantee,
industrial pooling/ and by public funds /supplementary compensation from the
Installation State/. In that case the limit of the operator's liability could be fixed at
some 1-2 billion SDR and the necessity of limitation proceedings would occur only
in the case of nuclear incidents of really catastrophic consequences. The financial
burden of risk borne by the operator would not be increased thereby, because claims
against the operator exceeding the limit of financial protection required of him will
not be enforceable against him unless supplementary funding is provided by the
Installation State.

3. FINANCIAL PROTECTION OF THE OPERATOR'S LIABILITY: SYSTEM
OF TIERS

A. Private funds
The Vienna Convention /art. VII/, the Paris Convention /art. 10/ and the BNSC
/art. 111.2./ impose on nuclear operators an obligation to maintain insurance or
other financial security covering their liability. This seems to be in line with the
earlier described development of the law of damages and the replacing of individual
liability by collective indemnification. Requirements to maintain insurance or other
financial security by the person individually liable may be found in other international conventions concerning liability for damage incident to "high risk" activities; art. VII CLC, art. 13 CRTD, art. 10 Drart HNS Convention. It may be
noted, however, that while the nuclear liability conventions provide that it is up to
the Installation State to specify the amount, type and terms of such a security, the
other conventions are more specific in this matter. They state that security shall be
provided up to the limits of liability fixed by the relevant Convention and contain
rules on direct action of claimants against the insurer or guarantor and on defences
available to them.
The main aim of compulsory insurance or other financial security is the
protection of victims of nuclear incidents by securing for them assets out of which
compensation could quickly and easily be provided. The liability insurance plays of
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course the main role, but other types of security arc also acceptable /art. VII. 1. CLC
speaks of "the guarantee of a bank or a certificate delivered by an international
compensation fund"/- Nevertheless the liability insurance has turned out to be the
most convenient instrument because it is a well-developed concept and its cost may
be determined by the insurance market. Assuming that liability of a tortfeasor
/operator, shipowner, carrier etc./ should be fujly covered by insurance provided by
him, and at his expense, in the discussions concerning rules on liability incident to
international transport of oil or dangerous substances the "reasonable" cost of
liability insurance, to be borne by the person liable, has been considered as the main
indication in fixing the limits of his liability. In fact this has generally been concealed
by referring to "limits of insurability" determined in a very subjective and therefore
rather unreliable way. In fact in some branches of insurance connected with different
sectors of the economy, indications concerning the limits of insurability arc quite
different, since they may depend on the applied technique and scope of reinsurance.
The limits of insurability arc something very vague and what really matters is the
cost of insurance which may be imposed by law on the person undertaking a risk
- creating activity.
All three nuclear liability conventions /VC. PC, BNSC/ made the direct action of
victims against the insurer or guarantor dependent on the provisions of the
background law applicable. This again is a deviation from the principle that rules on
nuclear liability should form a special regime of uniform rules possibly independent
of the national legislation of state-parties concerned. Assuming that compensation
provided by the liability insurer should replace compensation to be provided by the
nuclear operator it seems quite natural that victims should have direct access to the
insurer and his funds. Direct action against the insurer has a long history in
insurance law. While insurers have been generally reluctant to accept it. it has been
invariably connected with compulsory liability insurance, presenting an important
component of the concept of collective indemnification.
Provisions on direct action in the earlier mentioned international transport
conventions deal also with defences which are open to the insurer or guarantor. In
order to assure effectiveness of the financial protection provided by the insurance or
guarantee which has to replace the compensation due from the operator, the insurer
/or guarantor/ should be entitled only to such defences which would be available to
the operator up to the limit of the operator's liability covered by the insurer; it
means that defences based on the contract of insurance or guarantee would not be
available to him in relation to victims of the nuclear incident. In this way the
protection of victims provided by liability insurance becomes absolutely effective,
irrespective of the conduct of the operator, while the position of the insurer is
assimilated to that of a guarantor. Of course the insurer may reserve himself
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a recourse claim against the operator in the case of incidents caused by the latter's
improper or irresponsible conduct.
Neither the VC /art. VI1/ nor the PC /art. 10/ contain any rules on this question,
but state simply that the type and terms of the financial security shall be specified by
the Installation State /"competent public authority" under the PC/. This may not be
considered as a satisfactory solution, the more that only the VC provides that the
Installation State shall ensure the payment of claims for compensation to the extent
that the yield of financial security is inadequate to satisfy them. There is no
equivalent provision in the PC.
Art. 15 CRTD which may be considered as a model regulation of this question
reads as follows:
"1. Any claim for compensation under articles 5 or 6 may be brought directly
against the insurer or other person providing financial security for the carrier's
liability...
2. In the case referred to in paragraph 1 of this article the defendant may avail
himself of:
(a) the limit of liability under article 9 applicable to the carrier, irrespective
of whether the carrier is entitled to limit his liability, and
(b) the defences, other than the bankruptcy or winding up of the carrier, which
the carrier would have been entitled to invoke.
The defendant shall not avail himself of any other defence which he might have
been entitled to invoke in proceedings brought by the carrier against him nor may
he dispute any clause of the insurance contract or other financial security.
3. The defendant shall in any event have the right to require that the carrier
be joined in the proceedings".
Compulsory insurance or other financial security covering the nuclear operator's
liability must be considered under a more general heading of financial protection
from private funds. The VC and the PC leave it to the installation Slate to determine
the type of financial security required of the operator; the insurance or bank
guarantee, as the most commonly known types of financial security, arc not the only
ones which may serve this purpose. Having in mind the kind of nuclear risks
/incidents of unforsccablc but catastrophic consequences which occur very rarely/
industrial pooling may be considered as a proper instrument of financial security by
which very large funds could be raised in order to provide adequate compensation
for victims of catastrophic incidents. Pooling arrangements of operators could
supplement financial security provided by insurance or guarantee /primary financial
protection/, although this kind of financial security may not be so effective as
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insurance or bank guarantee which provide ready money. It would be up to the
Installation Stale to determine the upper limit of financial protection from private
funds and the limit of the primary financial protection, but the latter cannot be
lower than the limit fixed by the relevant international agreement. With regard to its
limit the sum 150-200 million SDR has been suggested and it seems (hat nuclear
liability risks up to this amount per incident can certainly be covered on the world
insurance market.
Industrial pooling requires a high degree of mutual confidence among the
operators concerned and a spirit of solidarity deriving from shared interests16. For
this reason pooling arrangements should be based on private contracts concluded by
the operators and not on the rules of an international convention of a global scope
of application. But within certain groups of states in respect of which the said
prerequisites exist, governments may agree on imposing on the operators submitted
to their authority an obligation to conclude pooling agreements with other operators
on the terms determined by the respective governments. In this way states may
reduce their share in the nuclear risk created by nuclear installations operated on
their territory or under their authority. Anyway the rule contained in art. VII
/second sentence/ of the VC must be extended to financial protection provided by
industrial pooling /if any/. Shortly speaking the Installation State should guarantee
the effectiveness of the financial protection provided by the operator by any
instruments /insurance, bank guarantee, pooling/ up to the limit determined by law.
This would induce the authorities concerned to exercise control over the terms and
conditions of these instruments of financial protection of the operator's liability.

B. Public funds

According to a view which seems to have now largely been accepted in the IAEA
Standing Connittee an adequate compensation for victims of nuclear incidents by
way of a civil liability regime cannot be assured without engaging public funds of the
Installation Stale or probably also of other states contributing in the spirit of
international solidarity. This in fact is already provided by the Paris/Brussels system
of compensation for nuclear damage /the PC supplemented by the BSC/. One may
well imagine that if a nuclear incident similar to that of Chernobyl had happened
Sec the NEA paper of 26 Sept. 1990 on the establishment of an international nuclear industry risk
pooling system /item /3/ submitted to the IAEA Standing Comitlee.
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within the sphere of application or the Paris/Brussels system, the bulk of compensation would have had to be provided from public funds, not saying that with the
present limits of compensation /300 million SDR/ the whole compensation would
have covered only a small fragment of the nuclear damage. We must consider
whether the structure of this system, and the limits of compensation provided
therein, may provide a proper pattern for the global solution of the problem under
consideration.
According to the Paris/Brussels system the supplementary tiers of compensation
from public funds /provided by the Installation State and by the inter-state pool/ are
provided under the Brussels Supplementary Convention, while the basic convention
concerns only compensation from private funds which may be grossly insufficient.
But the acceptance of the BSC is optional for stale-parties to the basic convention
and conditional on their agreeing to the formula of contribution to the inter-state
pool; this meets with objections.
An alternative legislative structure of the system of compensation assumes thai
the minimum of financial protection for victims of nuclear incidents must be
provided by the combination of both private funds and public funds; it follows
therefrom that provisions on compensation from public funds must be included in
the basic convention. It means that this convention should contain provisions on
compensation from public funds of the Installation State as an additional financial
protection for claims exceeding the limit of financial protection from private funds.
Since the purpose of the Vienna Convention has been to establish a common
denominator for rules on nuclear liability ensuring the required minimum of
financial protection for victims of nuclear incidents, the undertaken revision of this
Convention should ai:n at making of it a "mother" convention embracing the basic
elements of the envisaged system of compensation /i.e. both private funds and public
funds/ on which a broad agreement can be reached17. The acceptance of this mother
convention should be pressed on the nuclear slates similarly as the acceptance of the
envisaged nuclear safely convention, because these conventions would respectively
determine the required international standards of nuclear safety and financial
protection for victims of nuclear incidents.
The role of public funds of the Installation State in providing financial protection of the operator's liability would be greatly increased by agreements on collective
funding reached among states belonging to certain regions or groups of states linked
by economic co-operation. In this way considerable amounts of money could be
raised, by far exceeding financial possibilities of smaller states or states with a weak
economy. This could be provided by conventions supplementary to the mother
17

Sec the paper of Poland SCNL/5/1 submitted to the fifth session of the IAEA Standing Committee.
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convention, which would determine terms on which the risk borne by the Installation Slate is spread among other stales /pooling, common funds or other means/,
giving due consideration to particular interests of certain groups of stales. If the
principle of limitation of liability of the operator is maintained in the mother
convention, which would fix also the lowest limits of his liability and of the primary
financial protection /insurance, guarantee/ required of him, supplementary conventions could determine higher limits. This anyway would be justified because the
extent of damage caused by a nuclear incident may largely depend on the region
affected by its consequences /density of population, accumulation of wealth, general
standard of living and other factors/. 13ul participation of public funds of the
Installation State reinforced by collective funding by larger groups of stales would
create a considerable financial potential which could make it possible lo abandon
entirely or partially the principle of limitation of liability. Simply speaking the
liability of the operator would be unlimited but he would be obliged lo provide
financial protection only up to the limit determined by law. Over this limit the
Installation Slate would be obliged to provide funds necessary to cover the excess of
claims, being at the same time entitled to contributions from other states on the basis
of agreements on collective funding.
The idea of unlimited liability of the nuclear operator guaranteed by the
Installation State and reinforced by collective funding organised by groups of states
has many merits. First of all. whether it is accepted or not. it has already been largely
recognised that in the case of a grave nuclear incidents, the Governments will have
to intervene'*. It would, therefore, be better to prepare a framework for such an
intervention. A number of serious practical complications in the settlement of
claims, which must occur if the limitation of liability is applied to nuclear liability,
would then be avoided. Claims would be settled as presented first out of private
funds and then out of public funds. Proposals insisting on the introduction of state
liability for transboundary nuclear damage would lose much of substance, because
the civil liability regime would provide an adequate compensation for both foreign
and domestic claims. Any combination of civil liability and international state
liability regimes would probably result in an unequal treatment of victims because
they address different categories of victims. While international state liability
concerns only claims for transboundary damage, i.e. basically foreign claims, under
the civil liability regime all claimants would get an equal treatment. And since one
may expect that in the case of a nuclear incident most of the affected persons would
s

Comp. NliA paper of 7 March 1991) on compensation of nuclear damage by public funds submitted lo
the IAEA Standing Committee /p. 2./ and N. I'el/cr, "Regehmg von Ual'lung. Deckling und StillegungsImaiizierung", paper presented :il Neunies Dculebes Alomiechls-Sympo.sium 24-26 Juni 1991. Collective
papers 1991. p. 149.
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be residents of the Installation State the collective funding may be seen as an
international assistance to the affected State which fully conforms with the spirit of
international solidarity. It depends on the strength of this spirit and its broad
acceptance that the concept of unlimited liability of the operator guarantcd by the
public funds from the Installation State and the collective funding would become
a reality.
If after all the principle of limited compensation is found preferable the limit of
financial protection from public funds should at least be twice as much as the limit
of financial protection from private funds. Assuming that the limit of the latter can
be fixed at 500 million SDR /200 million by primary financial protection plus 300
million by industrial pooling/ the Installation State would guarantee further 1.000
million SDR. In this way the limit of the operator's liability covered by both private
funds and public funds could be fixed at 1.500 million SDR.
In the case of a grave nuclear incident the expenses borne by the Installation
Stale under the public funds guarantee would not be recoverable from the operator,
but would present a financial burden borne by the taxpayers (or consumers of
energy). In this way the financial burden of liability incident to the nuclear activity,
which for the reasons of economy cannot be discharged by the operator, would be
borne by a larger community. Seemingly this would better conform with the
principles of social justice and solidarity than to leave the victims without compensation.

C. System of tiers
The proposed system of compensation is very simple and extremely flexible. Its
framework is provided by the liability of the operator which may be limited or
unlimited depending on final decisions concerning this point. Within this framework
compensation would be provided by two main tiers: private funds provided or
mobilised by the operator and public funds provided or mobilised by the Installation
Slalc. Within each of these tiers subticrs would be provided depending on regional
conditions or other existing possibilities: by pooling of operators within the first tier
and by pooling of slates within the second tier. In this way we obtain a four-tier
system of compensation.
The mother convention would determine only the lowest limit of primary
financial protection /insurance or guarantee/ in the first tier and the lowest upper
limit of compensation /being equal to the limit of operator's liability/ - unless an
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agreement could be reached on unlimited liability of the operator and full compensation of damage. Within this framework the proportion in which the operator's
liability is covered by private funds and public funds may be freely determined by
national legislation of each stale. Where the liability of the operator can be wholly
covered by private funds, the second main tier /public funds/ may not at all be
engaged. In any case, however, the Installation State would guarantee the effectiveness of financial protection from private funds.
Where claims against the operator exceed the limit of financial protection from
private funds, the Installation Slate would provide public funds necessary to cover
the excess of claims. It would be up to each State to enter into agreements on
collective funding with other states in order to lessen this financial burden.
Nevertheless it would be (he duty of the Installation Stale concerned to collect
contributions from other states and provide them for settlement of claims.
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V. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AND STATE LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR
DAMAGE: PROBLEMS OF CO-ORDINATION OF REGIMES

1. CO-ORDINATION OF REGIMES: MAIN DIFFICULTIES
AND CONTROVERSIES
One of the main problems which has appeared in the work of the IAEA Working
Group and Standing Committee dealing with all aspects of liability for nuclear
damage, i.e. both civil liability and international state liability, concerns the
relationship between the regime of civil liability of a nuclear operator and the regime
of international liability of the Slate on whose territory, or under whose authority
the nuclear installation is operated /the Installation State/. Basically it is the problem
of co-ordination of functioning of these different regimes of liability serving the
same aim; reparation of carnage caused by a nuclear incident.
The international civil liability regime is determined by the Vienna Convention
and the Paris Convention linked by the Joint Protocol of 1988. With regard to the
international state liability regime the situation is less clear. There is no general rule
of international law on which an objective /absolute/ liability of state for transboundary nuclear damage could be based, although this kind of state liability has already
been introduced by international conventions with regard to some specific kinds of
activity. A special rule of international law on the objective liability of the
Installation State for transboundary nuclear damage could be introduced by an
international convention but this has been opposed by a considerable number of
states participating in the IAEA work on liability for nuclear damage.
When we examine the existing international regulations concerning compensation for damage of catastrophic dimensions caused by activities presenting a threat
to the surroundings or natural environment, and the role played therein by civil
liability and international state liability regimes, we find that their role depends on
the role played by the State in the given activity. With regard to damage caused by
cosmic objects or by activities concerning mineral resources of the Antarctic area the
relevant conventions provide for international state liability for such damage;
activities which may cause such damage arc undertaken by governments, including
governmental agencies, or by fully state-controlled legal bodies. With regard to
marine pollution caused by maritime transport of oil the situation is different. This
kind of activity is generally undertaken by private persons or legal bodies bearing
liability under private law and the compensation for oil pollution damage is
provided exclusively by private funds. In the case of nuclear activity for peaceful
purposes the position is much less clear. In some countries the State is directly
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engaged. In some others the nuclear activity is in the hands-oC private or mixed
bodies. It seems, however, that in any case the public itittrest is more or less
engaged. Hence the necessity to find a solution which would co-ordinate the role
played by different regimes of liability. Questions connected with the relationship of
these regimes have widely been discussed by the IAEA Working Group and
Standing Committee but no definite conclusions have been reached. Assuming that
even under the private law regime compensation from private funds requires
supplementary financing from public funds, the essential difference between the said
regimes concerns first of all the claims procedure. No important differences
concerning matters of substance /absolute liability/ have been identified with one
important exception. The concept of limitation of liability in amount applied in
private law is contrary to the principle of full reparation applied in international law
governing statc-to-state relationships. It seems that this tiucstion may give rise to
most of the difficulties in any attempt to co-ordinate these regimes of liability for
nuclear damage. Moreover, while under the civil liability regime all victims of
a nuclear incident, whether domestic or foreign, would be treated on an equal
footing /in accordance with the principle of formal equality/, the international stale
liability concerns only transboundary damage, i.e. external relationships of the
Installation State and not its internal relationships /domestic claims/. Since a number of slates reject the idea of intcrnalional state liability Ibr nuclear damage and
insist on improving the existing private law conventions, while some other insist on
international unlimited state liability for transboundary nuclear damage, finding
a compromise solution which would co-ordinate the functioning of both regimes
seems to be a rather complicated task.

2. SOME VARIANTS OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REGIMES
The most simple and nearly ideal system of compensation for nuclear damage
would be provided by a total separation of internal relationships of the Installation
State from its external relationships in mailers concerning this question. Domestic
victims would be fully compensated by their own State even in the case of nuclear
incidents which have happened on the territory of the neighbouring Slate. Transboundary private-law claims would be excluded. On the other hand the affected
State would have a claim under international law against the neighbouring Stale /the
Installation State/ for recovery of sums paid to its residents and for damage to stale
property. In this way the regime of private law would function only in internal
relationships and would be fully separated from the regime of international law; no
overlapping would take place.
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It is more or less obvious that this simplified system of compensation for nuclear
damage cannot count on broad support from the international community. Most
nuclear states arc neither willing to bear the risk of unlimited liability for nuclear
damage nor arc ready to undertake a legal obligation to satisfy claims of domestic
victims who suffered nuclear damage caused by an incident which occurred abroad,
although there are certain precedents; after the Chernobyl disaster some
West-European governments paid compensation for damage suffered by their
farmers following the radioactive contamination of their products.
One may imagine also two separate and non-complementary international regimes
of civil liability and state liability accepted by different groups of states. This,
however, would not be a global solution. In the case where the same states would
participate in both regimes /determined by separate conventions/, in the absence of
a detailed co-ordination complications would be unavoidable. Individual victims
/and there may be hundreds of them/ would be given free choice cither to claim
damage from the operator /also foreign/ in civil proceedings or to ask their
governments to obtain for them compensation from the foreign Installation State by
referring to international state liability. Assuming that the international liability of
the Installation State were unlimited and the civil liability of the operator limited, it
would be more rational for individual victims of a grave nuclear incident to have
their claims based on the international law instead of commencing cumbersome civil
proceedings /examination of concurring claims, apportionment of the limitation
amount/, ending with a partial recovery of damage. Choices made by particular
victims may be different and cases may occur that one and the same claim would be
pursued in both ways.
Additional complications may arise from the fact that these regimes would apply
to different groups of claimants. The civil liability regime would be available to both
domestic subjects /in relation to the Installation State/ and foreign subjects - at least
from states participating in the relevant convention. The international state liability
regime would be applicable only to transboundary nuclear damage which means
that it would serve only foreign claimants. Hence an unequal treatment of victims of
one and the same nuclear incident.
Another variant would consist in separate but complementary regimes of the
operator's liability based on private law and stale liability based on international
law. The main difference between this variant and that earlier described would
concern relations amongst states which participate in both these regimes. Such slates
may agree that claims against the Installation State under international law arc
complementary to claims against the operator under private law; this would mean
that claimants could seek satisfaction by way of stale liability under international
law only if they could not be satisfied /or fully satisfied/ by way of civil proceedings
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against the operator. This would compel claimants to seek first satisfaction of their
claims by way of civil proceedings before being able to turn to their respective
governments for assistance in obtaining compensation under international law.
This variant would present a satisfactory solution provided that
— it is accepted generally or at least by a considerable number of states; otherwise
claimants from states which do not participate in the private-law regime would
be in a privileged position by being entitled to compensation under international law without being compelled to claim first from the operator and
probably become engaged in civil proceedings,
— rules governing the liability of the operator under private law and the liability
of the Installation State under international law are similar /the limitation of
liability cxccpted/; otherwise it may not be justified to impose on the claimants
an obligation to pursue their claims first against the operator who may not at
all be liable. Moreover, unless the Installation State provides for supplementary compensation from public funds for domestic claimants, their position
would generally be worse than that of foreign claimants entitled to supplementary compensation under international law.
Another variant would consist in the establishment of distinct regimes of liability
depending on the nature of the affected subjects: the civil liability regime applicable
to damage suffered by individual subjects - physical persons or legal bodies separate
from the State itself, and the international state liability regime applicable to damage
to the property of the State. It means that these distinct regimes of liability would be
applicable to distinct categories of claimants. Claims of individual subjects, whether
domestic or foreign, would be considered on an equal footing in civil proceedings.
The international state liability would cover only transboundary nuclear damage
suffered by the State itself/damage to slate property, governmental expenses for the
reconditioning of the environment or preventive measures, etc./. This concept of the
relationship between the regimes of international state liability and civil liability
would require a clear determination of damage claims falling under each of these
categories. Doubts may arise when the State, on whose territory nuclear damage has
been suffered by individual subjects, decides to pay them compensation acquiring
their rights by way of subrogation. Moreover^ rules on the liability of the operator
and of the Installation State should be very similar. A belter protection afforded to
the State in consequence of the aplication of the full reparation principle could meet
with reservations that in this matter the State should not be treated better than its
subjects. The essential difference between these regimes would then be reduced to
matters of procedure.
Finally one may consider a variant of a uniform regime of civil liability in which
compensation is provided by both the private funds /supplied or mobilised by the
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operator/ and the public funds/supplied or mobilised by the Installation State/,
supplemented by international responsibility of the Installation Stale in the case of
violation of primary rules. This would require the establishment of international
binding regulations on nuclear safety including international inspection of nuclear
installations.
Difficulties which we meet when proposing a coherent system of liability and
•compensation for nuclear damage in which elements of civil liability and international stale liability would play their roles in a co-ordinated way show the whole
complexity of this question. It seems that the solution of the basic problem under
consideration in one international instrument combining elements of these different
regimes may prove to be a very difficult if not an impossible task. The reason lies not
only in the basic conflict of national interests of states participating in the IAEA
work, although this factor is certainly not without importance. Differences in the
scope of application of these regimes and some distinct features of juridical concepts
of private law and international law seem to be the main reason. They make the
efforts to co-ordinate the functioning of these regimes in the field of nuclear liability
something like squaring the circle. Probably the most feasible and acceptable
solution would be the civil liability regime in which compensation from the operator
would be supplemented by compensation from public funds. At the same time
efforts should be continued to establish binding international rules on nuclear safety
and inspection. Any violation of these rules would give grounds for international
responsibility of the Installation State subject to the principle of full reparation. This
would include reparation of damage not recoverable under the private-law regime.
Jurisdiction of an international tribunal shoud be mandatory in respect of
international claims made under both - private law and international public law
regimes.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
1. The Chernobyl incident has undermined the credibility of the nuclear industry
and in many countries strong pressure groups have opposed its development. By
creating an international regime of binding norms ensuring both the nuclear safely
and the financial safeguards for victims of possible nuclear incidents the position of
the nuclear industry in the eyes of the world could be considerably improved.
2. The effects of nuclear incidents may be transboundary and the Chernobyl
incident brought to light the global dimension of the problem. Basic international
norms on liability and compensation for nuclear damage should have a global
sphere of application but consideration should also be given to the diversity of the
levels of development of certain regions and co-operation links existing among
certain slates. The envisaged global system of indemnification should therefore be
very flexible and opening the way for complementary regional agreements.
3. The existing international regime of liability and compensation for nuclear
damage based on the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention, linked by the
Joint Protocol and partly supplemented by the Brussels Supplementary Convention,
should be replaced by the revised Vienna Convention, considered as a "mother"
convention, complemented by regional agreements or agreements of groups of states
having close co-operation links.
4. Liability for nuclear damage under the regime of private law as determined by
the Vienna Convention is based on the concept of individual liability of the operator
covered by one tier of financial protection - insurance or other financial security
obtained by the operator. It has been recognised that in this way no adequate
compensation can be provided for victims of a grave nuclear incident.
5. States arc generally deeply engaged in the promotion and development of the
production of nuclear energy; public funds provided by the Installation State should,
therefore, constitute a second tier of financial protection of the operator's liability,
supplementing compensation from private funds. This obligation should be imposed
on the Installation State by the revised Vienna Convention.
6. The extent of financial protection provided by both tiers could be increased by
some kind of pooling agreements: on the level of operators by industrial pooling
based on private contracts, on the level of states - by collective funding based on
international agreements.
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7. The concept of global limitation of liability in amount, if applied to the
nuclear operator's liability, would cause - in its practical application - considerable
complications and delays in the settlement of claims which exceed the limit of
liability. Where compensation from private funds is supplemented by public funds
one could consider the abandonment of the principle of the limitation in amount of
liability and compensation.

8. The trend towards full compensation for nuclear damage may be traced in
national atomic legislations. The U.S. Price-Anderson Act after its amendments in
1988 adopted full compensation principle. Where claims exceed coverage provided
by insurance and industrial pooling jlA billion USD/, the US Congress has to
appropriate supplementary funds. It is however doubtful whether an international
norm on full compensation could easily be adopted in the revised Vienna Convention.

9. The revised Vienna Convention should provided a special and possibly
complete uniform regime for third party liability for nuclear damage, which would
take priority over the rules of domestic law of state-parties to this Convention. So
far it fell short to achieve this aim. References to the law of the competent court or
the law of the Installation State /comp. art. I.I. /k/, art. 11.7., art. IV.2, 3/b/, art.
VI.1, 3, 4, art. VIII/ should be possibly restricted. With regard to such important
questions as the definition of compensable damage /questions of prejudice, pure
economic loss etc./, causal link /unforseeable consequences/, direct action against
the insurer or guarantor, conduct of the affected person, time limits - specific,
detailed rules should be provided in the Convention which would exclude or restrict
the application of national legislations.

10. Proposals to extent the notion of compcnsable damage by allowing compensation for moral prejudice /in the case of loss of life or personal injury/, pure
economic loss, damage to global commons or general environment, as well as to
extent time limits for personal damage claims up to 30 years from the date of the
incident, may be justified on humanitarian grounds but are inconsistent with the rule
on limitation of liability in amount, because these extensions may considerably
reduce compensation and delay the settlement of claims of those who have directly
suffered from the incident. Such proposals would be compatible with the concept of
unlimited liability accepted generally or at least partially /in respect of personal
damage claims/.
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11. Conceiving of a consistent system of compensation for nuclear damage which
would include elements of civil liability and international state liability meets with
difficulties, because these regimes address different groups of potential victims. The
best solution seems to be the civil liability of the operator supplemented by public
funds under the revised Vienna Convention. However, not all kinds of nuclear
damage would be recoverable under the civil law regime. These could be subject of
a separate international treaty on international state liability or responsibility
concerning nuclear damage not covered by the civil liability regime.

12. Jurisdiction in matters of nuclear damage claims is another controversial
issue. Under art. XI. 1. of the Vienna Convention jurisdiction over actions against
the operator lies /with certain exceptions/ with the courts of the state-party within
whose territory the nuclear incident occurred. In most cases /transport cases
exceptcd/ these will be national courts of the operator liable and it is quite natural
that this rule is strongly defended by the nuclear states. It may, however, be
inconvenient to foreign claimants and is generally ciriticised by the non-nuclear
states. In the case of claims for transboundary nuclear damage governed by the V.C.
strong international elements of such a case cannot be denied. Moreover claimants
may be private persons, public authorities or the State itself, and the parly liable
may not only be the operator but also the Installation State bound to provide funds
under art. VI 1.1. V.C. or under envisaged rules on supplementary funding. In respect
of such cases the competence of an international tribunal applying specific rules of
procedure would be more appropriate than jurisdiction of national courts.

13. One cannot be too optimistic about achieving in a foreseeable future a world
- wide acceptance of the outlined system of protection for victims of possible nuclear
incidents. Il would require a radical change of attitude of some states-producers of
nuclear energy to the question of engagement of public funds or stale liability in
providing compensation for victims of such incidents. But leaving those who have
suffered from a nuclear incident without an adequate compensation by the State
which promotes, supports and strictly controls the nuclear industry, and often
finances its development, seems to be an unacceptable proposition.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
BNSC

Brussels Nuclear Ships Convention - Convention on the
Liability of Operators of Nuclear Ships, Brussels 1962
BSC
Brussels Supplementary Convention - Convention of
31st January 1963 Supplementary to the Paris Convention of 29th July 1960, as amended by the Additional
Protocol of 1964 and by the Protocol of 1982
CLC
International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil
Pollution Damage, Brussels, 1969, as amended by the
Protocol of 1976, and by the Protocol of 1984
Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
CLLMC
Claims, London 1976
CRTD
Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Caused
during Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road, Rail
and Inland Navigation Vessels, Geneva 1989
Draft HNS Convention - Draft Convention on Liability and Compensation for
Damage in Connection with the Carriage of Hazardous
and Noxious Substances by Sea /1991 draft/
Fund Convention
International Convention on the Establishment of an
International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution
Damage, Brussels 1971, as amended by the Protocol of
1976, and by the Protocol of 1984
International Atomic Energy Agency
IAEA
International Maritime Organisation
IMO
International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund
IOPCF
Joint Protocol relating to the application of the Vienna
Joint Protocol
Convention and the Paris Convention, Vienna 1988
NEA
Nuclear Energy Agency /of the OECD/
OECD
Organisation of Economic Co-operation and
Development
OEEC
Organisation of European Economic Co-operation
Paris Convention - Convention on Third Party Liability
PC
in the Field of Nuclear Energy, Paris 1960 as amended
by the Additional Protocol of 1964, and by the Protocol
of 1982
Special Drawing Rights
SDR
Vienna Convention - Vienna Convention on Civil
VC
Liability for Nuclear Damage, 1963
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